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Chapter 1
Introduction
Particle physics is devoted to the exploration of the most fundamental con-
stituents of matter, the way they interact and compose the world around us.
As for today, it is established that all matter is made of only a dozen of funda-
mental particle species. These particles interact by means of four fundamen-
tal interactions: gravitational, electromagnetic, strong and weak. Three of the
four fundamental interactions (with the exception of gravity) are described
by the Standard Model (SM) of particle interactions.
For many years the Standard Model withstanded numerous experimen-
tal tests and provided theoretical predictions, all confirmed by the experi-
ments at particle colliders: massive W and Z bosons were discovered at
Super Proton Syncrotron, c-quark and τ-lepton were observed at Stanford
Linear Accelerator and t-quark existence was confirmed by Tevatron exper-
iments. But until 2012 one of the SM predictions stayed unconfirmed. The
Standard Model predicts the existence of elementary excitation of the Higgs
field – the field that is responsible for spontaneous electroweak symmetry
breaking. Such excitation, called “the Higgs boson”, should be a spin-0 par-
ticle that interacts with fermions and with W and Z gauge bosons.
Altough many attempts was made to observe it at various collider experi-
ments, presence of the Higgs boson was not confirmed until 4th of July 2012.
At that date, the observation of new scalar boson with mass near 125 GeV
was reported by the CMS and ATLAS experiments at the Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC).
Despite the remarkable success of the Standard Model, there are several
theoretical considerations and numerous evidence from observations in cos-
7
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mology and astrophysics, that the SM is incomplete – some extension of the
SM are needed to fully and consistently describe the Universe as we know
it. There are also some hints that such extensions, called “the New Physics”
or “Beyond Standard Model” theories, could be related to the electroweak
sector of the Standard Model.
The thesis are devoted to my Ph.D. research activities during last three
years within the CMS collaboration. My primary field of interest was the
investigation of the Higgs sector of the Standard Model and its extensions.
My involvement started in the beginning of 2012 with the search of the
supersymmetric Higgs, decaying in a pair of b-quarks and created in associ-
ation with a bb¯ pair (total 4 b-quarks in final state). The work was done in
collaboration with CMS-Padova group. The main complication of the search
was the huge multi-jet QCD background – in order to reduce it, the analy-
sis strongly relied on the b-tagging techniques and data-driven background
determination. In that work I was involved in studying and validation of
various b-tagging HLT trigger paths, and evaluation of systematic errors.
After the discovery of the 125 GeV Higgs boson in the summer of 2012,
another project was initiated – we attempted to detect the Higgs boson in the
H → ZZ → 2`2b channel. I’ve participated in the feasibility studies of such
analyses first working with CMS-Padova group and then with CMS-Florence
group. The studied production+decay channels were:
1. H → ZZ → 2`2b with 2 leptons and 2 b-tagged jets in the final state
2. H → ZZ → 2`2q with 2leptons and 2 jets in the final state
3. qqH → ZZ → 2l2q with Vector Boson Fusion production mode and 4
jets (2 from Higgs 2 VBF recoil jets) in the final states.
In these studies I was (to various degrees) involved in data processing on
the LHC GRID, optimization of the analysis cuts, application of the machine-
learning techniques to increase the analysis sensitivity. Unfortunately, all the
preliminary studies had shown, that the best achievable sensitivity in all the
mentioned channels were insufficient. The main reason for that was the fact
that 125 GeV Higgs decay is below the ZZ decay threshold.
From the beginning of the 2013 I’ve continued to work on the search of
the heavy Higgs (mH > 200 GeV) in the H → ZZ → 2`2q channel. I was
involved in estimation of systematic uncertainties, signal and background
9Monte-Carlo productions. Also I was involved in the high-level statistical
analysis – I’ve worked on interpolation of the search results and combination
with searches in other channels and over 7 TeV dataset.
For several last months I was working on Beyond-Standard-Model (BSM)
interpretations of the H → ZZ → 2`2q high mass search for the heavy scalar
– the mH = 125 GeV Higgs was discovered in a context of a whole mass-
range search up to 1 TeV. Yet, after the discovery, some reinterpretations of
the search results for some BSM models are possible. The two simple models
for BSM are the electroweak (EWK) singlet model and the Two Higgs Doublet
Model (2HDM).

Chapter 2
The Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) of particle interactions is a product of collective
work of scientists around the world throughout the last ∼ 50 years. It com-
bines descriptions of electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions in a sin-
gle Standard Model Lagrangian.
The theoretical foundation of the SM is the quantum field theory with
SU(3)C × SU(2)T × U(1)Y gauge symmetry. The first SU(3)C multiplier is
the color group associated with the strong interactions and Quantum Chro-
modynamics (QCD). The next two terms SU(2)T ×U(1)Y cooresponds to the
symmetry of the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam [1, 2] theory of electroweak inter-
actions. This incorporates the spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB) down to electromagnetic U(1)EM symmetry. Just recently it was es-
tablished that the mechanism behind the EWSB is the Higgs mechanism.
2.1 SM particle content
Most of the lagrangian of the SM can be deduced starting from its fermionic
content. It so turns out that fermions of the Standard Model can be naturally
combined in three generations G1, G2 and G3 as they are listed in the Table.
2.1. Subscripts ψL and ψR denote right- and left-handed chiral fields:
ψL =
1− γ5
2
ψ, ψR =
1+ γ5
2
ψ. (2.1)
The Table. 2.1 presents also dimensions of representations of the color
SU(3)C and isospin SU(2)T groups for each to the corresponding fermionic
11
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G1 G2 G3 C T Y(
νe
e−
)
L
(
νµ
µ−
)
L
(
ντ
τ−
)
L
1 2 −1/2(
u
d
)
L
(
c
s
)
L
(
t
b
)
L
3 2 1/6
eR µR τR 1 1 −1
uR cR tR 3 1 2/3
dR sR bR 3 1 −1/3
νeR νµR ντR 1 1 0
Table 2.1: Fermions of the Standard Model
field. For U(1)Y hypercharge group the value of the abelian charge Y is
shown. Note that fields with different chiralities have different electroweak
gauge quantum numbers which establishes the chiral nature of weak inter-
actions.
Leptons are fermions that are singlets in SU(3)C and thus do not partici-
pate in strong interactions. Quarks on the other hand do have a color charge
and are found in Nature as part of hadrons.
Together with all the long-approved fermionic fields of the SM Table.2.1
also shows right-handed neutrinos. Observed neutrino oscillations imply
that neutrinos have non-zero masses, meaning that one can obtain right-
handed neutrino from a left-handed neutrino by means of an appropriate
Lorentz transformation. Still the nature of the right-handed neutrinos is not
completely investigated and remains an open question in particle physics.
Denoting as ψ f each fermionic field in Table.2.1, the complete fermionic
kinetic term of the SM lagrangian simply reads:
L f erm = ψ¯ f iγµDµ ψ f , (2.2)
where the standard convention for summation over repeated indices was
adopted.
The Dµ in (2.2) is the covariant derivative that introduces vector fields
compensating for the local gauge transformations of each of the symmetry
groups of the SM:
Dµ = ∂µ − igSGaµΛa − igAaµTa − ig′BµY, (2.3)
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where gS is the strong coupling constant, g and g′ are SU(2)T and U(1)Y
coupling constants respectively.
The matrices Λa, Ta and Y are operators of the adjoint representation of
Lie algebra of each of the gauge groups. Gell-Mann matrices are convention-
ally used for Λa and Pauli matrices for Ta.
The covariant derivative (2.3) introduces a number of vector gauge fields.
Eight gluons Gaµ are the strong force carriers, and four fields Aaµ, Bµ are the
would-be W,Z bosons and the photon before symmetry breaking.
Each gauge field has its associated field strength tensor which can be ex-
tracted from a commutator of covariant derivatives (2.3):[
Dµ, Dν
]
= −igSΛaGaµν − igTaWaµν − ig′YBµν. (2.4)
Extracting the field strength tensors, one gets:
Gaµν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νGaµ + gS f abcGbµGcν
Waµν = ∂µW
a
ν − ∂νWaµ + gεabcWbµWcν
Bµν = ∂µBaν − ∂νBaµ
, (2.5)
where εabc and f abc are the structure constants of SU(2) and SU(3) groups.
The kinetic terms of the gauge fields is then written in the following form:
Lgaug = −14 G
a
µνG
a,µν − 1
4
WaµνW
a,µν − 1
4
BµνBµν (2.6)
2.2 The Higgs mechanism
The lagrangian terms (2.2) and (2.6) still fail to adequately describe the Na-
ture. While we observe nonzero masses of leptons and quarks and, also,
the existence of three massive vector bosons was established, the lagrangian
however lacks any mass terms in the description.
It furthermore turns out that introduction of such terms both for fermions
and for gauge boson faces certain difficulties:
• For vector bosons mass terms m2AµAµ are of the degree D = − 32 and,
therefore, non-renormalizable. Introduction of such terms will chal-
lenge the consistency of the whole gauge theory basis of the model.
14 CHAPTER 2. THE STANDARD MODEL
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Figure 2.1: Higgs mechanism
• Dirac fermion mass term reads mψ¯ψ = m(ψ¯LψR + ψ¯RψL). One can
check that he cannot construct such gauge-invariant term using fields
from Table. 2.1.
These obstacles can be circumvented [3–5] by introduction of an extra
scalar SU(2)T doublet with hypercharge Y = 1/2, called the Higgs field:
φ =
(
φ+
φ0
)
(2.7)
The general from for the gauge-invariant renormalizable lagrangian for such
a field would be:
Lhiggs = (Dµφ)†(Dµφ)−
(
λ(φ†φ)2 −m2(φ†φ)
)
. (2.8)
The negative sign of the quadratic term in (2.8) is essential for the phenomenon
of the spontaneous symmetry breaking (see. Fig2.1). The field φ obtains
nonzero vacuum expectation value (v.e.v.), which can be transformed into
the following form by a global SU(2)T rotation:
〈φ〉 = 1√
2
(
0
v
)
. (2.9)
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The value v = m/
√
2 is the minimum of the Higgs potential. Considering
small fluctuations around that vacuum, we get:
φ(x) =
 G+(x)v + h(x) + iG0(x)√
2
 . (2.10)
The fields G0, G+ (and its conjugate G−) are the so-called Goldstone modes,
appearing in models with the spontaneous symmetry breaking. Goldstone
modes are massless in absence of gauge symmetries. The essence of the
Higgs mechanism lays in the observation that when one combines massless
Goldstone modes with massless gauge fields, the Goldstone modes become
the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the gauge fields giving rise to the mass
terms of the combined vector bosons.
The simplest way to see this is to work in the so-called unitarity gauge
[6]. The gauge is chosen in such a way that all the Goldstone modes in (2.10)
are cancelled by an appropriate local gauge transformation:
φ(x) = e−iρ(x)e−i~τ~θ(x) ×
 G+(x)v + h(x) + iG0(x)√
2
 = 1√
2
(
0
v + h(x)
)
. (2.11)
The kinetic term of the Higgs lagrangian (2.8) is then can be written as:
(Dµφ)†(Dµφ) =
1
2
∣∣∣∣∣(∂µ − igAaµTa − ig′BµY)
(
0
v + h(x)
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (2.12)
Substituting the hypercharge value for the Higgs and expanding isospin ma-
trix we obtain:
=
1
8
∣∣∣∣∣
(
2∂µ−i(gA3µ + g′Bµ) −i
√
2gA+µ
i
√
2gA−µ 2∂µ+i(gA3µ − g′Bµ)
)(
0
v + h(x)
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
1
8
∣∣∣∣∣
(
−i√2gA+µ (v + h)
2∂µh + i(gA3µ − g′Bµ)(v + h)
)∣∣∣∣∣
2 (2.13)
Expanding the square and leaving only kinetic and mass terms :
=
1
2
∂µh ∂µh +
g2
4
v2W+µ W
−µ +
g2 + g′2
8
v2ZµZµ + · · · (2.14)
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Where the massive W±µ and Zµ vector boson states and the massless photon
state Aµ are introduced:
W±µ =
1√
2
(A1µ ± A2µ) mW =
v
2
g
Zµ =
1√
g2 + g′2
(gA3µ − g′Bµ) mZ =
v
2
√
g2 + g′2
Aµ =
1√
g2 + g′2
(g′A3µ + gBµ) mA = 0
(2.15)
The non-renormalizability of the massive vector bosons is solved because the
original lagrangian (before SSB) doesn’t contain non-renormalizable terms.
The appearance of a non-vanishing v.e.v. of the Higgs field does not affect
the asymptotic behavior of the QFT correlation functions, thus preserving
the renormalizability of the model.
2.3 Yukawa sector of the SM
We are left with the task of assigning masses to fermions from the Table. 2.1
– the fields alone cannot be combined in gauge-invariant Dirac mass terms.
The issue can also be resolved using the same Y = 1/2 Higgs field (2.7) with
non-vanishing vacuum expectation value.
2.3.1 Quark mass terms and CKM matrix
Let us denote, for brevity, all the quark fields as uiL,R and d
i
L,R, with index i
indicating the generation to which the fermion belongs. The most general
gauge-invariant renormalizable lagrangian for Higgs-quark interaction can
then be written in the following compact form:
−LY = Γ′ij
(
u¯iL
d¯iL
)
φ djR + ∆
′
ij
(
u¯iL
d¯iL
)
φ˜ ujR + h.c. (2.16)
Here φ˜ = εabφ†b is the Higgs field in conjugate T and Y representations. After
we perform the untarity gauge transformation (2.11), only one component of
φ remain nonzero:
−LY = Γ′ij
(
u¯iL
d¯iL
)
·
(
0
v+h√
2
)
djR + ∆
′
ij
(
u¯iL
d¯iL
)
·
(
v+h√
2
0
)
ujR + h.c. (2.17)
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The matrices Γ′ and ∆′ are not necessary real or even hermitian. Each of
these matrices can be diagonalized using two unitary matrices:
Γ′ → Uγ ΓW†γ ∆′ → Uδ ∆W†δ
The transformed matrices Γ and ∆ are diagonal. So what one should do to ob-
tain mass-eigenstate genration is do choose an appropriate basis in space of
families by performing appropriate rotations for individual fermionic fields:
dR →Wγ dR uR →Wδ uR
dL → Uγ dL uL → Uδ uL
(2.18)
The diagonal elements of the Yukawa matrices will result in flavor-diagonal
mass terms of the form viΓi(u¯iLu
i
R + h.c.) with masses of individual fermions
naturally appearing as miu = vΓi.
Consider now how the rotation in generation-space affect the fermionic
kinetic term (2.2). The derivative ψ¯∂µγµψ stays diagonal after the unitary
transformations (2.18). But notice, that upper and lower components of a
fermionic isospinor are changed separately by Uδ and Uγ:
−LY = Γ′ij
(
u¯iL
d¯iL
)
·
(
0
v+h√
2
)
djR +∆
′
ij
(
u¯iL
d¯iL
)
·
(
v+h√
2
0
)
ujR
Uγ ΓW
†
γ
Uδ∆W
†
δ
The transformation won’t produce generation-diagonal terms for interactions
that change isospin. The corresponding term in the expansion of the covari-
ant derivative reads:
gW+µ · u¯iLγµ(U†δUγ)ijdL + h.c. (2.19)
The matrix Vij = (U†δUγ)ij is called “the Cabibbo Kobayashi Maskawa” (CKM)
matrix [7, 8] for quark mixing. It is responsible for generation-mixing charged
currents and CP-violation in the Standard Model.
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Figure 2.2: Triangle diagrams that contribute to gauge anomalies of GWS
theory.
2.3.2 Leptons and anomaly cancellation
Leptonic mass terms are introduced in a similar fashion. Discarding, for now,
the right-handed neutrinos and following the outlined above procedure we
get the leptonic Yukawa terms:
−LY = Θ′ij
(
ν¯iL
¯` i
L
)
·
(
0
v+h√
2
)
`
j
R + h.c. (2.20)
The Yukawa matrix Θ′ij is diagonalized in the same way, producing masses
for the three leptons e, µ and τ, leaving neutrinos massless. Since the neutrino
mass terms are absent (2.20), such construction does not produce any lepton-
flavor charged currents.
For quite a long time, the neutrinos were believed to be massless, how-
ever, now after the observation of neutrino oscillations it became clear that
neutrinos do have masses and that neutrinos’ weak interaction eigenstates
are quite different from their mass eigenstates – just as it happens for quarks.
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The corresponding mixing matrix, analogous to CKM matrix, is called the
Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (PMNS) matrix.
Curious observation, named “Quark-Lepton complementarity” [9, 10],
appears from studying both PNMS and CKM matirces: the mixing angles,
corresponding to non-diagonal terms in both matrices, seem to add roughly
to pi/4. Such a “diagonal” relation might be viewed as a hint for some
deeper symmetry between quarks and leptons realized by means of some
GUT model.
Another important feature also related to mutual participation of quarks
and leptons is the phenomenon of anomaly cancellation. Anomaly is a break-
down of some symmetry of classical lagrangian for a Quantum Field Theory
after accounting for radiative corrections. Soon after the Glashow-Weinberg-
Salam theory was introduced, it was realized [11] that in general non-abelian
chiral models suffer from chiral anomalies.
To see this, consider the triangle diagrams on Fig. 2.2. The diagrams
might potentially generate an axial-current term, which would break gauge
symmetry and render the theory non-renormalizable. The right- and left-
handed fermionic loops would have canceled each other if the bosons won’t
distinguish between them. Since this is not the case in chiral models, number
of non-trivial cancellations must occur for the theory to be consistent.
For example the contribution from two loops, involving three U(1) gauge
bosons (first column on Fig. 2.2) will be proportional to the following sum
over fermionic fields:
3∑
q
γ5Y3 +∑
`
γ5Y3 =
= 3
(
2
(
1
6
)3
−
(
2
3
)3
−
(
−1
3
)3)
+ 2
(
−1
2
)3
− (−1)3 = 0,
(2.21a)
where factor 3 represents the color degree of freedom of the quarks and γ5
sets the opposite signs of left and right-handed contributions
The second and third pair of diagrams on Figure. 2.2 depend on gauge
indexes a and b. The anomaly must vanish for any values of the isospin and
color indexes. Miraculously, it does also happen:
∑
L
[
Ta, Tb
]
Y =
1
2
δab∑
L
Y = δab
(
−1
2
+ 3
1
6
)
= 0, (2.21b)
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∑
q
[
Λa,Λb
]
Y =
1
2
δab∑
q
Y =
1
2
δab ·
(
2
1
6
− 1
3
)
= 0, (2.21c)
respectively for SU(2) left-handed fermions and SU(3) quarks.
The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory is therefore a chiral non-abelian gauge
theory, which is safe from axial anomalies because of the cancellation be-
tween quark and lepton contributions. For such cancellation to occur, the
fermions must come in a “generation” multiplets, as it is indicated in the
Table 2.1.
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Chapter 3
Beyond Standard Model
Despite its enormous success, the Standard Model leaves several unresolved
questions in our understanding of the Nature. Such questions motivate the-
orists to construct models (the so-called Beyond-Standard Model theories)
that extend the SM in various ways.
In this chapter we first briefly review some of the motivations for BSM,
emphasizing all the hints for the New Physics to be linked to electroweak
sector of the SM. Then we will review three BSM models, relevant for the
present work: scalar electroweak (EWK) singlet model, the Two Higgs Dou-
blet Model (2HDM) and the minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM
(MSSM).
3.1 Unresolved issues of the Standard Model
3.1.1 Dark Matter
Nowadays, an overwhelming evidence from astrophyisics observations sug-
gests that apart from all known types of matter (and energy in form of elec-
tromagnetic radiation) there are extra ingredients, building up the Universe.
In fact, all the existing evidence suggests that the “ordinary” baryonic matter
amounts to only about 5% of the entire Universe’s content (which is, many
physicists admit, is simultaneously embarrassing and exciting).
According to the prevailing cosmological ΛCDM model, the rest 95% of
the Universe is made of two types of “Dark” constituents:
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• Dark Matter (accounting for 27% of the Universe) is seen to affect galaxy
rotation curves and dynamics of galaxy clusters. Evidence for existence
of the Dark Matter (DM) are also provided by gravitational lensing ob-
servations, by simulations of large-scale structure formation of the Uni-
verse and from studies of anisotropy of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground radiation.
• Dark Energy (accounting for the rest 68%) is a hypothetical form of en-
ergy, contributing to the acceleration of the Universe’s expansion. The
accelerated rate of expansion of the Universe was discovered in studies
of Type Ia supernovae distribution. Another confirmation for the ex-
istence of the of Dark Energy comes from studies of its “footprints” in
CMB anisotropies.
The dominant theoretical explanation for Dark Matter is the Weakly Inter-
acting Massive Particle or “WIMP” hypothesis – the DM is conjectured to be
made of quite massive and, therefore, cold (following the classical Boltzman
thermal distribution) particles, that do not participate in electromagnetic or
strong interactions.
Obviously, WIMPs do participate in gravitational interaction, but more
importantly they are also assumed to be weakly interacting. Primary moti-
vation for that assumption is the so-called “WIMP miracle”: During cooling
of the Early Universe the DM particles and antiparticles were first in thermal
equilibrium. At temperatures lower than the particle mass they started to co-
annihilate into SM particles. The co-annihilation stopped at the “freeze out”
point when the annihilation rate was overpowered by the Hubble expansion
rate. The present Dark Matter abundance from this process can be estimated
[1] by equating the Hubble expansion and annihilation rate:
ΩDMh2 ∼ x3/2
(
30 fb
σ
)
, x =
m
T
∼ 16.3+ ln
[( σ
10 fb
) ( m
GeV
)]
(3.1)
The alleged “miracle” occurs when one uses the weak-scale masses GeV and
cross-sections: m ∼ 100 GeV and σ ∼ 10 fb in the (3.1) expression. The
obtained density value is around the observed value of Dark Matter density.
It seems natural to assume, therefore, that this is not just a coincidence, but
the Dark Matter is somehow related to Electroweak physics, extending our
models beyond SM.
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Figure 3.1: Contour lines denote the instability scale in GeV.
3.1.2 Vacuum energy and stability
To account for the Dark Energy contribution, uniform (or very slowly vary-
ing) energy density is introduced in cosmological models by means of the
famous Cosmological Constant Λ-term in the in the Einstein’s equations:
Rµν − 12 Rgµν +Λgµν =
8piG
c4
Tµν. (3.2)
It seems tempting to associate this vacuum energy with energy of the QFT
vacuum of particle physics. It so happens, however, that the measured value
of Λ obtained from the CMB anisotropy measurement [2] is many orders of
magnitude smaller than the one obtained from QFT [3] – the discrepancy fac-
tor of 10120 makes this problem “the worst fine-tuning problem in physics”.
Another cosmological problem, associated with ground state of the Higgs
potential is the fact that the mH = 126 GeV Higgs boson violates [4] the so-
called stability bound.
It turns out after calculations of the renormaliztion group running of the
Higgs self-coupling λ in (2.8), that it becomes negative at some at some higher
scales. This means that the Higgs potential becomes unstable at that scale,
makin the theory inconsistent. Figure. 3.1 shows the stability, instability and
meta-stability regions in mh ×mt plane. As one can see, the measured values
favor strongly the meta-stability region.
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Whether the metastable region is acceptable is somewhat debatable. As a
matter of fact, the estimated lifetime of such vacuum could be many orders of
magnitude larger than the age of the Universe; still the explanation is needed
for the Universe to be started in a configuration whose energy is very far
from the minimum, in a metastable valley.
3.1.3 Naturalness scale of the SM
Figure 3.2 shows the 1-loop Standard Model contributions to the Higgs boson
self-energy. One can see that every contribution is quadratically divergent.
Assuming that SM is correct up to a scale Λ (and assuming that all the di-
agrams on Fig. 3.2 break roughly at the same scale), the combined 1-loop
radiative correction reads:
δm2H =
3Λ2
8pi2v2
[
2m2W + m
2
Z + m
2
H − 4m2t
] ∼ − Λ2
25
(3.3)
It follows from (3.3) that if SM is correct up to energies of, say Λ = 5 TeV,
then the observed physical Higgs boson mass m2H = 126
2 GeV2 will require a
cancellation between bare Higgs mass m2H,bare and the correction δm
2
H. Both
of which should be 100 times larger than m2H.
Whether the two order of magnitude cancellation between m2H,bare and
δm2H is abnormal at Λ = 5 TeV could be still a matter of taste. But the
quadratic dependence of the divergence on Λ quickly makes apparent the
fact that such cancellation requires some really unnatural fine-tuning of the
SM parameters at even higher scales.
To solve that problem (usually called “the hierarchy problem”) we would
require some extra BSM New Physics at scales Λ ' 1÷ 5 TeV, linked to the
electroweak sector.
3.1.4 Origin of neutrino masses
The question of origin of neutrino masses was briefly mentioned in the pre-
vious chapter. The SM procedure of introduction of mass terms via gauge-
invariant Yukawa interactions with Higgs field should in principle work also
for neutrinos. The very small neutrino masses as compared to masses of
quarks and leptons then require and explanation.
The Yukawa terms require us to have both left-handed and right-handed
fermions. The right-handed counterpart of the observed left-handed neutri-
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Figure 3.2: 1-loop diagrams, contributing to the Higgs self-energy.
nos is shown as the last “grayed” line on the Table. 2.1. As one can see νR is
a singlet in all gauge groups (the “sterile” neutrino). This means that there is
one more term that is permitted by renormalizability and gauge-invariance:
M ν¯Rν†R (3.4)
The mass M would then be the only dimensional parameter that enter the
SM lagrangian apart from the Higgs mass. Therefore it in principle could be
related to some high New Physics scale: M ∼ MGUT. Expanding the Dirac
bispinors we get: (
ν¯L ν¯
†
R
)( 0 mνEW
mTνEW M
)(
νL
ν¯†R
)
(3.5)
Diagonalization of this matrix naturally generates very small mass egien-
states mν ∼ m2EWν/M. Setting M ∼ MGUT ∼ 1015 GeV and mνEW ∼ 100
GeV we obtain m ' 0.01 eV, which roughly corresponds to neutrino mass
scales.
The outlined construction is the simplest implementation of the so-called
“seesaw” mechanism used for explanation of relative sizes of neutrino masses.
Different types of seesaw model produce various extensions of the SM, linked
to other BSM models and usualy related to Electroweak sector.
3.2 Electroweak singlet
Electroweak singlet models [5] are simple models that introduce a hidden
sector to the SM – some number of (usually unspecified) fields that almost
completely decoupled from the usual SM sector. For such a “shadow” sector
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to have some experimentally observable effects there must exist at least some
couplings to the SM fields.
Very simple and yet natural way of realizing that program is to to intro-
duce an extra complex scalar singlet φH, which is invariant under U(1)hid
gauge symmetry. There are two types of renormalizable interactions that
could be exploited to connect the hidden sector to the SM.
First possibility is connecting the hidden gauge U(1)hid and the SM hy-
percharge U(1)Y symmetry through the ∼ BµνCµν kinetic term, with Bµν and
Cµν being the field strengh tensors as in (2.5) and (2.6). That approach leads to
the so-called Z′ phenomenology [6] and will not be considered in the present
work.
Another way to connect “shadow” and SM sectors with the renormaliz-
able interactions [5] is to introduce a gauge-invariant coupling to the Stan-
dard Model Higgs field φSM through ∼ (φ†SMφSM)|φH |2 term. The general
form of the scalar sector lagrangian is then:
L = |DµφSM|2 − λ(φ†SMφSM)2 + m2SM(φ†SMφSM)
+ |DµφH |2 − λ′|(φH |4 + µ2H |φH |2 + λ12(φ†SMφSM)|φH |2.
(3.6)
One can see from (3.6) that it is possible that the extra scalar obtains some
vacuum expectation value 〈φH〉 = ξ if m2H > 0. When m2H < 0 the vacuum
expectation is ξ = 0 and the Z2 (φH → −φH) symmetry of the lagrangian
isn’t broken. This means that the corresponding massive scalar particles can
only be pair-produced at colliders, leading to a parity-conserving dark matter
phenomenology.
Still, the primary motivation for such models is to have a spontaneously
broken gauge symmetry in the hidden sector, which, as it will be described
further, leads to a simple “SM-like” phenomenology at LHC. Decomposing
around the vevs of both scalars 〈φSM〉 = v, 〈φH〉 = ξ we get:
φSM =
1√
2
(
G±
v + ηSM + iG0
)
, φH =
1√
2
(
ξ + ηH + iG′
)
, (3.7)
where G± and G0 are the SM Goldstone modes, G′ is the Goldstone mode for
the hidden sector, which provides mass for Z′ boson. The massive degrees of
freedom ηSM and ηH are mixed. The corresponding mass matrix is:
M =
(
2λv2 λ12vξ
λ12vξ 2λ′ξ2
)
. (3.8)
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The physical states and their masses are then obtained as the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of the mass matrix. The eigenvectors can be represented as
a 2D rotation in the {ηSM, ηH} space with a certain angle ω:(
h
H
)
=
(
cosω − sinω
sinω cosω
)(
ηSM
ηH
)
, (3.9)
m2h,H = λv
2 + λ′ξ2 ±
√
(λv2 − λ′ξ2)2 + λ12v2ξ2. (3.10)
Further we will assume that h is the Standard Model Higgs with mh = 126
GeV and that mH > mh.
Due to the mixing (3.9) both h and H are coupled to the SM sector and
to the hidden sector. Strengths of the corresponding couplings is determined
by the values of cω = cosω and sω = sinω correspondingly. Consequently
the SM production cross-sections and SM width of these scalars are simply
scaled as squares of these multipliers:
σ(SM→ h) = c2ωσSM, Γ(h→ SM) = c2ωΓSM, (3.11a)
σ(SM→ H) = s2ωσSM, Γ(H → SM) = s2ωΓSM, (3.11b)
where σSM and ΓSM are cross-sections and partial widthes of the Standard
Model Higgs boson. E.g. in case when there is only the SM lagrangian with-
out the extra sector (or when cω = 1 and the hidden sector is completely
decoupled from SM).
The relations (3.11) imply that the EWK singlet model phenomenology is
very similar to the heavy-Higgs SM phenomenology. That makes the EWK
singlet model very attractive from phenomenological point of view in the
“post-Higgs discovery times”. Reinterpretation of the results of the heavy
Higgs searches is very straightforward in this model – one just needs to
rescale cross-sections and couplings to get the exclusions on the model.
3.3 2HDM
The 2HDM presents the simplest extension of the standard Higgs mechanism
with two scalar doublets with Y = 1. This model offer a natural mechanism
for spontaneous CP violation [7] and has a number of interesting cosmologi-
cal consequences [8].
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As in the SM, the lagrangian of the model contains a Higgs and Yukawa
sectors, plus fermionic and gauge kinetic terms:
L2HDM = Lh + LY + L f + Lg. (3.12)
The fermionic content and the gauge group of the model stay unchanged. So
L f and Lg are exactly the same as in the SM. The differences between 2HDM
and SM arise from the second Higgs doublet, which have the same quantum
number as the one in minimal SM:
φ1 =
(
φ11
φ12
)
, φ2 =
(
φ21
φ22
)
. (3.13)
The Higgs sector of the 2HDM lagrangian then reads:
Lh = Dµφ†1 Dµφ1 + Dµφ†2 Dµφ2 −V. (3.14)
With the most general form of the 2HDM, the potential is
V =
λ1
2
(φ†1φ1)
2 +
λ2
2
(φ†2φ2)
2 + λ3(φ
†
1φ1)(φ
†
2φ2) + λ4(φ
†
1φ2)(φ
†
2φ1)
+
[
λ5
2
(φ†1φ2)
2 + λ6(φ
†
1φ1)(φ
†
1φ2) + λ7(φ
†
2φ2)(φ
†
1φ2) + h.c.
]
− 1
2
[
m211(φ
†
1φ1) + m
2
22(φ
†
2φ2) + m
2
12(φ
†
1φ2) + m
2∗
12(φ
†
2φ1)
]
. (3.15)
Here λ1−4, m211 and m
2
22 are real and λ5−7, m
2
12 are generally complex param-
eters. So the 2HDM in the most general formulation requires 14 real param-
eters to fully establish the model.
3.3.1 2HDM vacuum structure
After the symmetry breaking, fields φ receive the vacuum expectation values
(vevs) 〈φ1〉 and 〈φ2〉, which must correspond to the global minimum of the
potential. Therefore it is necessary that the extremum conditions are satisfied:
∂V
∂φ1
∣∣∣∣
φ1=〈φ1〉
= 0,
∂V
∂φ2
∣∣∣∣
φ2=〈φ2〉
= 0. (3.16)
It should be stressed that the conditions (3.16) are only necessary, but not
sufficient. The potential (3.15) might have several extrema or even several
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minima. To ensure that the obtained values of 〈φ1〉 and 〈φ2〉 really corre-
spond to the vacuum one must check that the vevs represent the minimum
with the lowest value of the potential.
In the vacuum the global isospin symmetry can always be exploited to set
the vevs into the following form:
〈φ1〉 = 1√
2
(
0
v1
)
, 〈φ2〉 = 1√
2
(
u
v2e−iξ
)
, (3.17)
with v1 and v2 being real positive numbers, and e−iξ some complex phase.
Sometimes it is convenient to use polar representation for the v1 and v2:
v1 = v cos β, v2 = v sin β, v =
√
v21 + v
2
2. (3.18)
The case u 6= 0 in (3.17) corresponds to the so-called charged vacuum [9].
While it can have some cosmological implications [8, 10], it cannot describe
our world now, so we will only consider the case of neutral vacuum – the
vacuum with u = 0.
The relative phase e−iξ between vevs of the first and second doublet, it
describes CP-violation in the 2HDM Higgs sector. The phenomenon of spon-
taneous CP violation (non-trivial value of ξ when the original lagrangian is
explicitly CP-symmetric) was actually the historical reason to consider such
a model.
In the neutral vacuum the extremum conditions (3.16) give a system of
cubic equations in v1 and v2 (see e.g. [10]). The need to solve this system is a
major obstacle for the analytic studies of the 2HDM phenomenology.
Supposing that we are, indeed, in the neutral vacuum, we decompose
both fields around their vevs:
φ1 =
 ξ+1v1 + χ1+iξ1√
2
 , φ2 =
 ξ+2v2 + χ2+iξ2√
2
 e−iξ . (3.19)
One can see that the combinations
G± = cos β ξ±1 + sin β ξ
±
2 , G
0 = cos β ξ1 + sin β ξ2 , (3.20)
are the massless Goldstone modes, while the combinations orthogonal to
(3.20):
H± = − sin β ξ±1 + cos β ξ±2 , χ3 = − sin β ξ1 + cos β ξ2 , (3.21)
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correspond to the charged Higgs boson and a neutral scalar with parity that
is different from the parity of χ1,2. Linear combinations of neutral fields χi
form the set of observable neutral Higgs particles h1, h2, h3.
3.3.2 The Higgs Basis of the 2HDM
The model contains two fields with identical quantum numbers. Therefore, it
can be described both in terms of fields φ1, φ2, used in Lagrangian (3.15) or in
terms of fields φ′1, φ
′
2 obtained from φk by a global unitary reparameterization
(RPA) transformation Fˆ of the form:(
φ′1
φ′2
)
= Fˆ
(
φ1
φ2
)
, Fˆ = e−iρ0
(
cos θ eiρ/2 sin θ ei(τ−ρ/2)
− sin θ e−i(τ−ρ/2) cos θ e−iρ/2
)
. (3.22)
This transformation induces another transformation λi → λ′i of the param-
eters of the Lagrangian in such a way that the new Lagrangian in fields φ′i
have the same physical content. Different RPA-equivalent representations
are referred to as “different RPA bases”.
The unitary transformation (3.22) is parametrized by 4 angles θ, ρ, τ and
ρ0. The last parameter ρ0 is irrelevant since it describes overall phase trans-
formation of the fields without change of parameters of the potential – see
e.g. [10].
It turns out that phenomenological analysis of the 2HDM gets much eas-
ier if we choose a particular RPA basis – the basis with v2 = 0. Such a basis
is called the Higgs basis, or Georgi basis (see e.g. [11], where it is used). It turns
out that the analysis of the model is greatly simplified if one works in this
basis.
The Higgs basis is obtained given vacuum v.e.v.s, using the reparametriz-
tion transformation (3.22) with θ = β, ρ− τ = ξ:
Fˆ = e−iρ0
(
cos β eiρ/2 sin β ei(ρ/2−ξ)
− sin β e−i(ρ/2−ξ) cos β e−iρ/2
)
. (3.23)
Free phase factor e±iρ/2 represent the rephasing freedom in the choice of the
Higgs basis: the physical picture is independent on the choice of relative
phase of φi.
The extremum conditions (3.16) in the Higgs basis are simplified to a pair
of very simple relations (instead of a cubic system in a basis with v2 6= 0):
v2Λ1 = m˜211, v
2Λ6 = m˜212 (3.24)
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The decomposition (3.19) also gets simpler – the goldstone modes G±, G0,
the charged scalar H± and the CP-odd scalar A become:
φ1 =
 G+v + η1 + iG0√
2
 , φ2 =
 H+η2 + iA√
2
 . (3.25)
Removing goldstone modes by employing the unitarity gauge (2.11), then
substituting (3.25) into the potential (3.15) and examining the quadratic terms
one obtains the mass of the charged higgs M2± = v2Λ3 − m222 and the mass
matrix for neutral scalars in the (η1, η2, A) basis:
Mij=v2
 λ1 Re λ6 −Im λ6Re λ6 M2±2v2 + λ4+Reλ52 −Im λ5/2
−Im λ6 −ImΛ5/2 M
2±
2v2 +
λ4−Reλ5
2
 . (3.26)
Diagonalization of this matrix results in three scalar eigenstates h1, h2 and h3,
which do not have a definite CP-parity. CP-conservation would mean that
the mass matrix (3.26) is block-diagonal with Im λ6 = ImΛ5 = 0. The upper-
left non-diagonal 2× 2 block of the mass matrix is then diagonalized in the
same way as it was done for (3.8) in electroweak singlet model. As a result
one will obtain the usual two CP-even Higgs scalars h and H together with
the CP-odd axial A.
3.3.3 Yukawa sector of the 2HDM
The most general form of the Yukawa sector of the 2HDM can be obtained by
repeating the Yukawa construction (2.17) in the SM for each Higgs doublet:
−LY = Γij1
(
u¯iL
d¯iL
)
φ1 d
j
R + ∆
ij
1
(
u¯iL
d¯iL
)
φ˜1 u
j
R
+ Γij2
(
u¯iL
d¯iL
)
φ2 d
j
R + ∆
ij
2
(
u¯iL
d¯iL
)
φ˜2 u
j
R + h.c.
(3.27)
In the most general case when Γ1,2 6= 0 and ∆1,2 6= 0, the diagonalization
procedure (2.18) cannot be simultaneously done for all four matrices. This
implies an existence of generally large Flavor Changing Neutral Currents
(FCNC). Observations tell us that FCNC processes are greatly suppressed,
requiring unnatural tuning of the parameters of the 2HDM Yukawa sector.
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To have a Natural Flavor Conservation (NFC) an extra symmetry of the
2HDM was proposed [12, 13]. The discrete Z2 symmetry acts on the doublets
in the following manner:
φ1 → −φ1
φ2 → φ2 or
φ1 → φ1
φ2 → −φ2 . (3.28)
This constraints the structure of (3.15) to two general alternatives:
Model I: Γij2 = ∆
ij
1 = 0,
Model II: Γij2 = ∆
ij
2 = 0.
(3.29)
The Z2 symmetry (3.28) also constrains the parameters of the potential: the
λ6,7 and m212 terms in (3.15) violate that symmetry and must vanish for the po-
tential to be Z2 symmetric. (It must be noted, however, that the reparametriz-
tion basis (3.23) where the symmetry (3.28) is manifest, is not necessary coin-
cident with the Higgs basis.)
The fully Z2 symmetric 2HDM is too phenomenologicaly restrictive –
usually the m212 term is kept. Such quadratic terms are called called “soft
symmetry-breaking” terms because they do not modify physics at high ener-
gies making the description stable under radiative corrections.
3.4 MSSM
Supersymmetric (SUSY) theories are based on introduction of an extra sym-
metry between fermions and bosons. That way one can complete the Grand
Unification program, joining electroweak, strong and gravitational interac-
tions into a single framework. Due to the spin-statistics theorem [14], bosons
and fermions have integer and half-integer spins correspondingly. Therefore
they belong to different representations of the Poincare group, which means
that the generators of the supersymmetry should act “across” such represen-
tations.
For that purpose, the Lie algebra of Poincare group is extended to the so-
called graded Lie algebra of “super-Poincare” group by introduction of extra
anticommuting generators. It turns out that this is the only non-trivial way
to extend Poincare group.
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3.4.1 Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the SM
SUSY theories are arguably the most favorable by theorists among other
classes of Beyond Standard Model extensions (or so it was for past several
decades). Due to the introduced symmetry between bosons and fermions,
the fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom must come in pairs – every bo-
son must have a corresponding suspersymmetric counterpart and vica-versa.
Standard Model, on the other hand, is very non-supersymmetric. It con-
tains 96 (with massive neutrinos) fermionic and 28 bosonic degrees of free-
dom. The situation is worsened by the fact that even among these fields there
are no candidates for a pair of superpartners in the SM – for every fermion
there is no bosons with similar quantum numbers. This means that any SUSY
extension of the SM must provide a super partner for every field in the SM.
The obvious contradiction with observation is then resolved by introduction
of theΛSUSY – the SUSY breaking scale, below which the symmetry is broken
and only some of the particles can be observed.
The boson-fermion mirroring is very attractive from theoretical point of
view even if it happens at ΛSUSY, because this resolves the hierarchy (see
Chap. 3.1.3) problem: every bosonic loop on Fig. 3.2 would have the corre-
sponding contribution with the boson’s supersymmetric counterpart, and the
fermion loop will get the similar bosonic contribution. Bosonic and fermionic
loops have opposite signs, so these loop pairs would cancel each other at the
SUSY scale.
The number N of the introduced supergenerators is generally uncon-
strained, leaving a number of theoretical possibilities at high scales. How-
ever at the TeV scale SUSY theory with N > 1 cannot be chiral, which will
spoil the anomaly cancellation mechanics (2.21) of the SM. In general we can
consider a model withN > 1 at some higher scales. Nevertheless for the low
energy effective SUSY extention of the Standard Model we must haveN = 1.
3.4.2 Higgs sector of the MSSM
The superpartners of gauge bosons are Majorana fermions – they are left-
right symmetric and do not contribute to chiral anomalies. However, this is
not the case for the superpartner of the Higgs scalar. The Higgs superpart-
ner is called “higgsino”, that fermion also contributes to fermionic loops on
Figure 2.2; and must be canceled in order to avoid inconsistencies in the the-
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Figure 3.3: Particle content of the MSSM.
ory. For this reason MSSM introduces two oppositely charged higgsinos and,
therefore, two Higgs doublets with opposite hypercharges:
H1 =
(
H01
H+2
)
, H2 =
(
H−1
H02
)
. (3.30)
The symmetry considerations require the Higgs-fermion Yukawa inter-
actions of MSSM to have the Model II structure. The quartic parameters λi
of the MSSM higgs potential are not the free parameters of the model as in
(3.15) (or even in (2.8)), but are fixed by gauge interaction couplings. The
Higgs potential of the MSSM reads:
V =
g3 + g′2
8
(
H†1 H1 − H†2 H2
)2
+
g2
2
(
H+1 H2
)2
+ m21 H
†
1 H1 + m
2
2 H
†
2 H2 − 2 m23 Re H1H2 ,
(3.31)
Therefore, in the MSSM Higgs sector is the special case of the 2HDM with
fixed couplings. The quadratic parameters m2i in (3.31) are also fixed atΛSUSY,
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but their values are such that the potential has only a trivial minimum. The
radiative symmetry breaking is expected to occurs when one calculates the
RG flow of the parameters m2i down to electroweak scale. Still the model will
not break the CP-symmetry in contrast to more general 2HDM.
3.4.3 MSSM Benchmark scenarios
The general MSSM contains 126 free parameters – study of such an enor-
mous parameter space is unfeasible. The dimension of parameter space can
be substantially reduced by various symmetry requirements and needs to
conform with experimental observations both from collider experiments and
from cosmology.
The resulting parameter space is much smaller (∼ 5÷ 10 parameters), but
still is too large to be studied right away. It is still necessary to select a num-
ber of representative “benchmark” points highlighting various phenomeno-
logical possibilities of the model. It is preferable that such benchmark points
would provide easily observable signatures at colliders, so that the regions
of parameter space could be falsified.
This is especially interesting in light of electroweak physics at colliders.
MSSM might provide a light Higgs boson, which might be easier to detect
than the Higgs boson in the SM. The MSSM Higgs sector is fully determined
by the three quadratic parameters m2i , which are usually represented in terms
of move conventional v2, tan β and MA. Minimization of the potential (3.31)
gives for the masses of CP-even Higgses:
m2H,h =
1
2
(
m2A + m
2
Z ±
√
(m2A + m
2
Z)
2 − 4m2Zm2A cos2 2β
)
. (3.32)
The lightest Higgs mass, therefore, satisfies mh ≤ mZ at tree level. Such
a light Higgs is long excluded by collider experiments. Still, it is noticeable
that The mh mass, is also influenced by radiative corrections from t˜ (and from
b˜ at large tan β); nevertheless, MSSM favors quite light Higgs masses and, in
view of LEP and Tevatron bounds, the so-called mmaxh benchmark scenario
was suggested [15, 16] to be used for LHC searches.
The mmaxh benchmark targets at maximizing the supersymmetric Higgs
masses, while keeping parameters of the benchmark point transparent and
with their values and brief description follow:
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• MSUSY = 1 TeV is the value, fixing masses of the squarks. As it turns
out the upper bound on mh is fairly independent of the relation between
squark masses. Being sensitive only to the heaviest one.
• Xt = 2MSUSY is the stop mixing parameter – the off-diagonal values of
the stop mass matrix.
• µ = 200 GeV the higgsino mass.
• Mg˜ = 800 GeV the gluino mass.
• M2 = 200 GeV the SU(2)-gaugino mass parameter.
• Ab = At are the stop and sbottom trilinear couplings, respectively.
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Chapter 4
The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the world lagrest particle accelerator,
capable of producing the highest energies achieved by humankind so far. It
was constructed by the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
– an international organization, that joins more than 600 institutes and uni-
versities around the world.
The LHC is set up [1] in a circular tunnel formerly occupied by the Large
Electron Positron (LEP) collider. The tunnel circumfence is about 27km and
it is located about 100m underground. It now contains more than 1600 su-
perconducting magnets for bending and focusing the circulating beams of
charged particles.
In the proton mode, two counterpropagating proton beams are circulat-
ing it the tunnel. The design goal for the LHC is to achieve energies of 7TeV
per nucleon, thus reaching
√
s = 14 TeV center-of-mass collision energy.
Such energies are required by the need of studying the TeV electroweak
scale – protons are composite particles and the center-of-mass collison energy
of individual partons is smaller than the energy of the protons.
4.1 Experiments at the LHC
In total, there are seven different detectors, performing various experiments
at the LHC. Three of them, TOTEM, MoEDAL and LHCf, are quite small and
are designed for very specialized research. Figure 4.1 shows the the LHC lay-
out [2] and how four large experiments are located on the different straight
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Figure 4.1: The LHC layout
sections of the LHC ring.
4.1.1 A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE)
Created to study QCD phenomena in Ion-Ion collisions at center-of-mass en-
ergies of about
√
s = 2.76 TeV per nucleon. The corresponding temperatures
and energy densities are deemed to be the highest in any of the physics ex-
periments so far. At such temperatures the matter is expected to be in the
state called the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), in witch quarks and gluons are
deconfined.
The detector [3] is specifically optimized to precisely register tens of thou-
sands of particles, produced in such collisions. Very high granularity, im-
mense data aqusition throughput and strong emphasis on particle identifica-
tion methods are the distinguishing features of the detector.
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4.1.2 A Toroidal LHC Apparatus (ATLAS)
Largest in size detector at LHC, ATLAS is one of the two general-purpose
detectors. It [4] follows the standard scheme of a detector design: inner
tracker, surrounded by electromagentic and hadronic calorimeters (ECAL
and HCAL), which are in turn surrounded by muon system.
ATLAS invested in better e/γ reconstruction efficiency and jet resolution.
It is recognized for its liquid argon ECAL, “standalone” muon subsystem and
two-parts magnetic system with huge toroidal magnet coils surrounding the
detector.
4.1.3 Compact Muon Solenid (CMS)
The second general-purpose detector at the LHC that also follows the stan-
dard tracker-ECAL-HCAL-muon system scheme.
The detector invested in better e/γ and µ momentum resolution, intro-
ducing higher magnetic field and all-silicon inner tracker. The CMS is distin-
guished for its two-level (instead of convetional 3 levels) trigger architecture
and the world-largest magnetic field density in a compact solenoid that pro-
vides 4T magnetic field.
4.1.4 Large Hadron Collider beauty experiment (LHCb)
The experiment is optimized to study the properties of B-mesons – hadrons
that contain the b-quark. Unique properties of the b-quark help in precise
studies of flavor physics and CP-violation.
The detector [5] is recognized for its unusual forward-conic layout, dipo-
lar bending magnet and use of of Ring Image CHerenkov (RICH) particle
identification behind the tracker.
4.2 The LHC luminocity and PileUp
The two most important quantitative characteristics of a particle collider are
its center-of-mass collision energy and its luminocity. Luminocity, (or, more
precisely, instantaneous luminocity) L(t) is defined as an integral character-
istic of an experiment that relates the cross-section σ of a given process and
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an average rate at which events for this process are produced:
N = σ ·
∫
L(t) dt. (4.1)
The typical electroweak process we are interesed in, is the producion of a
pair of massive vector bosons: WW or ZZ. The corresponding cross-section
can be estimated to be around σ ∼ α2W/s, which is about 500 fb at per-parton
energies
√
s ∼ 1 TeV. That value is further reduced by the requirement of
the produced bosons to decay into pairs of leptons – the detection sensitivity
is greatly reduced in case of hadronic decays due to huge background of
QCD produced jets. The leptonic branching ratio of the W and Z bosons is
roughly BRlept ∼ 1/9 so the final estimate for the typical cross-sections we
are intersted in is σ · BR2lept ∼ 5÷ 10 fb.
To obtain sufficient statistics for such processes at least N = 1000 of yearly
events are required. This, using (4.1), puts a requirement on the integrated
and instantaneous luminocity of the experiment:∫
year
L(t) dt = 100fb−1, L = 10 1
nb · sec , (4.2)
assuming that the running time takes about 1/3 of each year.
4.2.1 Pileup
At LHC every beam is subdivided in a sequence of bunches. If each bunch
contains n particles and bunches are crossing head-to-head with frequency
f , then the luminocty of such an operation is given by:
L = f n
2
4piσxσy
, (4.3)
where σx and σy describe the transverse distribution of the particles in the
bunches. The expression (4.3) makes it clear that in order to increase the
luminosity one could increase the number of particles in bunch, improve the
focusing of the beams or increase frequency of bunch-crossings.
The frequency f is bounded by the maximal speed of the detector that
would still allow temporal resolution of consecutive bunches. For example
one can estimate (see e.g.[6]) that the charge collection time of a silicon solid
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Figure 4.2: Delivered LHC luminocity through years 2010–2012.
state detector is about ∼ 20 ns. Therefore it will be very inefficient to adopt
bunch crossings happening more rapidly than every 20 ns – in that case the
detector will just integrate over multiple bunch crossings.
The bunch spacing at LHC is targeted to be 25 ns between consequent
bunches. The total inelastic pp cross-section [7] at LHC energies is about
σtot ∼ 100 mb: this means that at the target instantaneous luminocity (4.2)
one should expect one inelastic interaction per nanosecond, or ∼ 25 inelastic
interactions per bunch crossing. This interactions are unavoidable if one tar-
gets ath the LHC design goals. They constitute the so-called “PileUp”, which
is an important experimental concern for the analyses at the LHC.
More detaied descritpion of the PileUp treatment in various reconstruc-
tion stages at the CMS detector will be discussed further in the Chapter 6
4.2.2 LHC operation during 2011-2012
The timeline for the LHC operation expects a gradual approach to the nom-
inal energy and luminocity. The start of the experiment was planned on
September of 2008 – the proton beams started to successfully circulate the
main ring, but after 9 days the failure of electric connection in one of the mag-
nets resulted in loss of the superconducting state. Subsequent rapid heating
of the magnet lead to explosion of cryogenic liquid helium, damaging sur-
rounding magnets and delaying the start of normal operation by an extra
year.
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Figure 4.3: Peak intantaneous LHC luminocity through years 2010–2012.
First collisions with stable proton beams with center-of-mass energy
√
s =
7 TeV have started on March 13, 2011. The collisons continued until Novem-
ber of 2011 and provided ATLAS and CMS experiments with about 5 f b−1 of
data, see Figure 4.2. The second proton-proton run continued from May to
November of 2012. The center-of-mass energy in 2012 was
√
s = 8 TeV. As
it is shown on Figure 4.2, the total recorded data at the CMS detector is 21
f b−1.
Throughout the years 2010 – 2011 the instantaneous luminocity was not
constant, but slowly increasing for each operation period (see Figure 4.3).
The gradual increase of the instantaneous luminocity and buch-crossing fre-
quency is very useful for calibration and comissioning of the detectors and
also for measurement of the SM process before the design LHC values are
reached: currently the LHC is in its first long shutdown (LS1) phase. New
2011 2012 Design
Beam Energy 3.5 TeV 4 TeV 7 TeV
Delivered Luminocity 6.1 f b−1 23.3 f b−1
Bunch spacing 75 ns,50 ns 50 ns 25 ns
collisions at eneries
√
s = 14 TeV and separation of 25ns are expected to be
started in the year 2015. During the two years of the LS1, series of renova-
tions in the LHC infrastructure are being performed, incuding improvements
in the accelerator itself and numerous upgrades of the detectors.
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Figure 4.4: The four production modes of the SM Higgs at the LHC.
4.3 Higgs boson production at the LHC
Unitil the summer of 2012 the Higgs particle was considered a “missing
piece” of the Standard Model. Discovery on the Higgs boson was one of
the most important goals for the LHC machine.
Figure 4.4 shows the four main processes, contributing to the Higgs pro-
duction at the LHC: the gluon fusion process (a), the vector boson fusion
(VBF) process (b), the vector boson associated production (c) and the t-quark
associated production (d). The corresponding cross-sections depend both on
the mass of the Higgs boson mh and on the center-of-mass collision energy√
s. Typically, the cross-section decreases with mh and increases with
√
s.
Figure 4.3 shows the cross-sections for the four production processes for√
s = 8 TeV. The numbers are the result of the combined effort of the Higgs
Cross-Section working group [8–10].
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Gluon fusion provides the largest production cross-section for the Higgs
particle in the whole mass range. Main contribution to the cross section
comes from the t-quark loop because of the strong Higgs-top Yukawa cou-
pling. The process, therefore can be sensitive to values of Yukawa couplings
and to extra fermions that might contribute to the loop (like fourth generation
fermions).
The gluon fusion cross-section is very sensitive to radiative corrections –
the factor of two increase is observed changing from leading order (LO) to
next to leading order (NLO) calculation. The NNLO corrections are calcu-
lated in the large-mt limit, adding extra 25% and, finally, soft gluon contribu-
tions are resummed up to NNLL, amounting for an extra 5% increase in the
cross-section.
VBF production cross-section is an order of magintude smaller but searches
can benefit from more easily recongnizable signature – two extra jets from
hadronization of the associated quarks have large invariant mass and lie in
more forward rapidity regions. VBF mechanism provides a proof of trilin-
ear couplings at tree level, which is essential for determinig the nature of the
Higgs sector of the SM.
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The cross-sections for the two extra production mechanisms: Higgstrahlung
and t-quark associated production are even smaller, but have a very specific
final state signatures, that might be more easily recognized in the searches.
Cross-sections of this processes can also be enanced in some BSM extensions,
offering a potential for exclusions of these models before the sensitivities for
the Standard Model Higgs productions are reached.
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Chapter 5
CMS detector
The Compact Muon solenoid (CSM) detector is one of the two general pur-
pose detectors at the LHC, desingend to study New Physics at the electroweak
scale. It follows the “generic” detector layout [1], arranged to provide high
granularity and hermetic coverage of ±5 units in pseudorapidity.
The coordiante system used at the LHC is the right-handed coordinate
system. The origin is positioned at the nominal collision point, x-axis is di-
rected to the center of the LHC ring, the y-axis points up, and the z-axis goes
in the anticlockwise direction of the LHC beamline. More convenient cylin-
drical coordinate system (r, φ, η) is routinely used. Pseudorapidity η is a
coordinate, that describes the polar angle with respect to the beam axis and
approximates rapidity in the ultra-relativistic limit:
η = − log (tan θ/2) ∼ y for E m. (5.1)
5.1 CMS subsystems
In order to measure all the particles produced in the high energy collisions at
the LHC, the detector should be made of several cooperating subsystems: a
tracker stays as close to the the beam as possible, measuring tracks of charged
particles and determining positions of primary and secondary vertices. The
tracker is followed by two calorimeters: electromagentic (ECAL) and hadronic
(HCAL). Both calorimeters capture hadrons and charged particles, measur-
ing their positions and energies. The farthest subsystem is the muon tracking
system – high transverse momentum muons penetrate both calorimeters and
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Figure 5.1: Slice (r × φ) of the CMS detector, showing all the detector’s sub-
systems.
get measured in the muon chambers. Finally, a magnetic system must be
incorporated in the detector design, providing bending magnetig field for
trackers.
Figure. 5.1 shows the transverse slice of the CMS detector. Locations and
radial spans of all the components mentioned above are shown. Example tra-
jectories of various SM particles and their signatures in the CMS components
are schematically drawn on the figure.
The longitudinal structure of a detector is mainly determined by radia-
tion field. Radiation gets stronger for more collinear processes – that is why
more sensitive detecting hardware is limited to the so-called “central” region
of pseudorapidities |η| < 2.5. Both tracking and precision calorimetry are
constrained to central rapisities by the harsh radiation in more forward re-
gions. As a result, geometry of the generic detector is usually cylindrical: a
barrel, covering |η| < 1.5 and two endcaps between 1.5 < |η| < 2.5. Even
more forward regions, down to |η| < 5 are covered by two forward hadron
calorimeters that are designed to be more radiation-resistant.
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Figure 5.2: Slice (r× z) of one quadrant of inner tracking system of the CMS
detector.
5.1.1 CMS Tracker
Charged particle tracks reconstruction and determination of vertex positions
is the basic step in the full event reconstruction process. Efficient tracking and
high resolutions close to the interaction point are also especially important
for b-tagging algoritms, discussed in Chapter. 7.
High resolution/granularity, fast response times and resistance to radia-
tion damage (and, also, the cost constraints) was all contributing to the final
design of the CMS tracker [2]. Different detector technologies was employed
at different radial ranges from the beam, each providing the best balance be-
tween the mentioned requirements: Pixel Detector in the high-density region
below r ∼ 20 cm, Silicon Strip Tracker (SST) covers both medium-density
region betwen 20 . r . 50 cm. The low-density region lies in between
50 . r . 120 cm where Larger-Pitch Silicon Strips are used.
Figure 5.2 shows the layout of the tracker subsystems, demonstrating the
geometry configuration for each of the subtrackers – each contains a central
barrel and a pair of endcaps, thus covering |η| < 2.5 pseudorapidity range.
Pixel Detector has three layers in the barrel and two bi-layer endcaps.
The barrel pixel layers are situated at distances of r = 4.4 cm, r = 7.3 cm
and r = 10.2 cm from the beam axis (bounded by radiation resistance from
below and by cost from above). Four endcap disks at |z| = 34.5 cm and
z = 46.5 cm cover more forward pseudorapidity regions. The size of each
pixes is chosen to be 100× 150 µm2, providing the resolution of about 10 µm
in transverse plane and 15 µm along the z-axis. The overall occupancy of
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about 1% is achieved.
Silicon Strip Tracker completes the inner tracker of the detector. SST
is the Largest silicon tracker ever built covering a total 200 m2 of silicon
sensors. Silicon microstrips of minimum dimension 10 cm µm are used at
ranges between 20 cm and 55 cm, building up the Tracker Inner Barrel (TIB)
and Tracker Iner Disks (TID) – see Figure. 5.2. Larger high-pitch silicon strips
with maximum size about 25 cm µm are used on outer range of the tracker, in
the Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB) and Tracker EndCaps (TEC), also shown on
Figure. 5.2.
The CMS tracker is made entirely of silicon. That makes it world largest
silicon detector and the first detector in particle physics to use silicon for
outer tracker.
5.1.2 ECAL
Electromagnetic Calorimeter [3] at the CMS starts right after the inner tracker.
The ECAL at CMS is a homogeneous calorimeter – the whole volume of the
sumbdetector is sensitive to passing particles and contributes to the recorded
signal.
The radial size of the calorimetry is determined by the characteristic inter-
action distance in the capturing medium. The medium used at the ECAL of
the CMS detector is another novelty for detectors at the hadron colliders – it
is made of lead thungstate (PbWO4) crystals. ECAL’s barrel and both endcaps
agregate in total 75000 crystals. Each about 30cm long 2.5cm round – which
roughly corresponds to electron’s moliere radius and interaction length.
In order to aid neutral pion and electron identification and to imporve the
position resolution for charged paritcles in the endcaps: 1.479 < |η| < 3.0
A preshower device is installed before the ECAL crystals at pseudorapidity
ranges 1.65 < |η| < 2.6. The preshower contains two layers – lead radiators
that start the showers from incoming particles and then, immediately after
them, strip sensors that measure the resulting shower energy and shape.
5.1.3 HCAL
The CMS Hadron Calorimeter [4] supplements the Electromagnetic Calorime-
ter, building up complete calorimetry system for jets and Missing Transverse
Energy.
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In the “big picture” of the CMS concept, several choices was made in
order to firstly maximize the physics performance but also to complement
the ATLAS – the second general-purpose detector at the LHC [5]. From that
point of view CMS is designed with emphasis on ECAL and muon resolution
with a very strong manget. This strongly constrains the design on the HCAL,
since it has to be placed partly outside and partly inside the solenoid. That
obviously reduces the efficiency of the calorimetry, loosing in that respect to
the ATLAS detector.
HCAL design is forced to have high density, to be nonmagnetic, and to
operate in the 4T magnetic field. Layers of brass are used at the HCAL as an
absorber. They are interlayed whith plastic scintillator as an active material.
The scintillation light is gathered by fibers and directed to photodiodes that
are also located inside the magnet – any alternative location would result in
inacceptable light loss in transfer fiber optics. The choice of readout photode-
tectors was therefore constrained by the ability to operate in high magnetic
field. Phototubes are unsuitable in such conditions, since they loose their
gain due to inability to focus the electrons. The hybrid photodiodes was cho-
sen instead to read out the singlas.
The outer hadron calorimeter (HO) utilizes the CMS magnet coil/cryostat
and the steel of the magnet return yoke as its absorber. Array of scintillators
and readout photodetectors, located just outside the magnet. The inclusion of
HO layers improves shower containment in the barrel region |η| < 1.26. HO
uses the same active material and readout system as the barrel and endcaps.
To have a good missing transverse energy determination it is crucial to
capture all the hadrons produced in the pseudorapidity range |η| < 5. The
separate set of two forward hadron calorimeters (HF) is utilized for the for-
ward region 3.0 < |η| < 5.0. Forward calorimenters are made of quartz fiber
that generate Cherenkov light, while embeeded in iron absorber – the HF is
located outside the magnetic field volume, allowing for the use of magnetic
materials. To that end, Photomutliplier Tubes are also used to read out the
signal.
Figure. 5.3 (sourced [6]) concludes our discussion of the calorimetry at
CMS, showing comparative efficiencies of both ECAL and HCAL at various
detectors at the CMS (see Chapter. 4.1). One can see the superior resolution
of homogeneous electromagnetic calorimeter at CMS (the ATLAS’s ECAL is
sampling, using liquid argon as its medium). Also it is clear from Figure. 5.3
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of energy resolutions of electromagnetic (left) and
hadronic (right) calorimeters at the LHC detectors.
how HCAL resolution is degenerated as a price for limited volume, required
by the magnet.
5.1.4 Muon system
There are only two types of particles that are likely to penetrate volumes of
the tracker, both calorimeters and solenoid – neutrinos and muons. While
neutrinos are completely escaping the dector, leaving only indirect evidence
of their presense in from of the missing transverse momentum. Muons still
can be detected and used to improve the gathered data.
Muon system the CMS detector is the outer subsystem of the detector,
serving two main purposes. Firstly, it complements the inner tracker, im-
proving the muon momentum measurement for muons with high transverse
momentum. Second important function of the muon susbsystem is its use in
the fast decision making at L1 trigger for events with muon in final state (see
next Section).
Three types of particle detectors for muon identification are employed:
drift tubes chambers (DT) for central region |η| < 1.2, cathode strip chambers
(CSC) for endcaps 0.9 < |η| < 2.4 and resistive plate chambers (RPC) both
for barrel and endcaps – DT and CSC types have an advantage in spatial
resolution. While the RPCs, on the other hand, win with respect to their
timing and used association of registerd muons to bunch crossing and for
triggering.
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Figure 5.4: Slice (r× z) of one quadrant of the muon subsystem, tracker, both
calorimeters and the solenoid are also shown.
5.1.5 Magnet
High resolutions both for inner tracker and for muon system are relying on
the strong bending power of the magnetic field, which effectively increases
the detector’s granularity. Such a srong magentic field is provided by the
Compact Solenoid of the CMS detector. The magnet [7] is designed to achieve
4T magnetic field inside the solenoid, which surrounds the tracker, the ECAL
and the larger part of the HCAL.
The solenoid’s diameter is 6m and it is 13.5m long. The so-called return
yoke – the 12-sided structure made of iron “wheels” – is used to return the
magnetic flux by containg and guiding the field. The yoke reaches 14m in
diameter, it is split in three layers, traversing the CMS’s muon system, also
helping to block all the remaining non-muon particles that wasn’t captured
by calorimetry.
The magnet is the largest superconducting magnet ever built, the operat-
ing magnetic field for 2011-2012 runs was scaled down to 3.8T to minimize
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Figure 5.5: Simulated magnetic field strength and field lines of the CMS mag-
netic system Central solenoid and return yokes are visible.
the wear of the coil [8]. The increase up to nominal 4T will be decided when
the aging of the magnet will be better understood.
The simulation of the magnetic field using finite-element numerical method
is shown on Figure. 5.5. Inside the superconducting coil the field is very
strong and almost homogeneous – the field is know to a precision better than
0.1%, which is crucial for the precise measuremetns of the charged particle
tracks in the tracker.
The quality of the magnetic field predition was cross-checked using cos-
mic muon events [8] and by direct measurements of the field using probes
both inside the solenoid [9] and in yoke [10].
5.2 CMS Trigger system
The design goal of the LHC is to have a bunch-crossing rate of 40MHz at in-
stantaneous luminocities of about ∼ 10 nb−1s−1. This leads to the enormous
number of 109 collisions per second each producing roughly 1 MB of data.
Therefore, recording all the retrieved infomation is, first of all, impossible
with modern hardware – the storage capability of today systems is about
O(100) MB/s at 100 Hz rates, that is many orders of magnitude larger than
the required ones. Secondly, most of that data contains uninteresting inelastic
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Figure 5.6: Two-level CMS trigger architecture (left), and conventional three-
level trigger architecture (right).
pp collisons that hardly contain any information about the New Physics and
can be easily discarded on-the-fly.
Trigger and Data Aquisition (TriDAS) systems of HEP particle physics
experiments are designed to perform that kind of online data selection. The
necessary six order of magnitude reduction in the event rate poses strict re-
qurements on the TDAQ systems – the trigger’s latency must be as minimal
as possible, the event selection algorithms must be both effective at rejecting
background processes and at keeping potential signal events even in such
short times. Another important requirement lies in large amounts of data
that should be transferred between detector front-end and various parts of
the TDAQ subsystems.
The six order of magnitude reduction in rate from 40 MHz to 100 Hz is
usually organized in several “trigger levels”. The classic trigger system usu-
aly contains three (or, sometimes even four) levels of data processing:
L1: first level triggert stays at the detector frontend and consists of the
very low latency (about ∼ 1 ns) hardware electronics.
L2: level-2 is an itermediate level, made of programmable hardware that
processes data at millisecond that is temporary stored in pipeline memory.
L3: final level-3 implemented as the computer farm running fully cus-
tomizable software
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As demonstrated of Figure 5.6, the CMS trigger design [11, 12] stands out
in this repect – istead of investing in the control logic of the L2 layer, the de-
cision was made to concentrate on increased bandwith and CPU processing
power. As a result, CMS uses the two-level triggering system, combining
conventional L2 and L3 in a single HLT stage:
• The Level-1 (L1) trigger uses programmable firmware electronics on
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) circuits. L1 employs simple
selection algoririthms, optimised to reduce the event frequency from
original 40 MHz to 100 kHz.
• High Level Trigger (HLT) is the second level implemented as a large
CPU computing farm of about 13000 CPU cores, running the selection
software written in C++ high-level programming language. It finalizes
the selection providing another three orders of magintude reduction
rate.
The L1 trigger uses only calorimetric and muon data – tracker informa-
tion is unavailable at such a short times. The full tracker information is re-
trieved only when L1 acceptance is confirmed and the event is passed on to
the HLT trigger.
At the HLT, timing is not as critical and all the detector data is present.
HLT starts by reproducing L1 decision and then proceeeds by further filtering
based on the analysis’ needs – at the HLT level the trigger is able to perform
numerous reconstructions and selections.
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Chapter 6
Physics objects reconstruction at
CMS
The response of the detector is first interpreted and filtered by a complex
trigger system and then stored in the data storage with intention to be fur-
ther studied by various analyses. The detector response, therefore, should
be interpreted in terms of Physics processes happening at the beam crossing
and in the detector volume. Such interpretation must be done both during
the data-taking (online), but it can also be redone with the recorded data (of-
fline) to further improve the reconstruction quality by taking advantage of
unbounded CPU time.
This very complex task is split into various subtasks: one starts with
tracks and vertices reconstruction using tracker data. Stable SM particles are
then identified using the whole detector information by means of the Parti-
cle Flow algorithm. Finally, aggregate objects like jets, τ-leptons and missing
transverse energy are reconstructed. Development, evaluation and commis-
sioning of the reconstruction algorithms (both online and offline) for all these
subtasks are handled by specialized Physics Object Groups (POGs):
• Tracking POG maintains general tools for charged particle tracks re-
construction, determination of the beam-spot and the Primary Vetrtex.
• B-tag and vertexing POG mostly concerns b-tagging algorithms, but
shares some responsibility on offline Primary Vertex determination.
• Muon POG works on tools for identification and reconstruction of
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muons.
• E/gamma POG works on tools for identification and reconstruction of
electrons and photons.
• JetMET POG is the largest POG, combining many activities related to
jets – reconstruction algorithms, energy corrections and resolution, de-
termination of missing transverse energy, e.t.c.
• Tau POG works on detection of τ-leptons both offline and online.
Together with the reconstruction algorithms, POGs also provide a num-
ber of identification criteria for their objects, namely some number of cuts
on the object parameters (or some combined discriminator) are supplied for
several “ID working points”. Subsequent analyses might choose between
the suggested selections, benefiting from reduced fake rates and better re-
construction and identification qualities at the expense of some reduction in
reconstruction efficiency.
In this chapter a brief overview of the event reconstruction at CMS is
presented with emphasis on the details that are most relevant for the analyses
presented in the last part of the present work.
6.1 Track and vertex reconstruction
6.1.1 Track reconstruction
Track reconstruction is the first step in the whole event reconstruction pro-
cedure. The Kalman filter algorithm [1], first used in DELPHI experiment at
LEP, is used as a basis for the track finding at CMS.
The reconstruction starts with “seeds”: measurements in the pixel layers.
The seeds are used as initial points for the iterative Combinatorial Kalman
Filter processing [2]. This algorithm proceeds by iteratively constructing a
tree of track candidates. For each consequent layer, hits that are compatible
with previous layers predictions are added as branches to the data structure.
Tree branches are cleaned by imposing some constraints on the number of
sensor-crossings without hits and on the maximum χ2 of the tracks’ hits.
Description of the algorithm details and parameters at CMS are presented
in [3]. The settings are chosen to have the best tracking efficiency with min-
imal fake rates. Another concern for the tracking algorithm is its CPU and
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memory efficiency – the algorithms are very demanding even for offline re-
processing. In year 2011, with gradually increasing PileUp, numerous opti-
mizations and logic improvements are performed [4], resulting in improved
memory usage and factor of 7 speed-up of the processing time.
6.1.2 Vertex finding
Kalman filter technique can also be used for vertex finding. It turns out,
though, that at high multiplicities the more robust algorithms like Adaptive
Vertex Fit, outperform the simple Kalman filter approach [5] both with re-
spect to speed and efficiency.
Reconstruction of the primary vertices is done using all of the event tracks.
First the track compatibility with the beam spot (location of the LHC beam
in the transverse plane) is checked by looking at the track quality and the
distance of closest approach of the track to the beam line. The tracks are then
clustered according to their z-coordinates at the points of the closest approach
using deterministic annealing method [6].
To find the primary vertices the clusters are filtered by requiring a good
fit quality and constraining the clusters to lie within |z− z0| ≤ 24 cm of the
nominal detector centre z0. Radial coordinate of the cluster must not be larger
than r ≤ 2 cm from the beamspot. The Primary Vertex with the largest ∑ pT
of the tracks is selected to be the event’s hard interaction vertex. Remaining
vertices on the beam axis are considered to come from PileUp interactions.
Detection of Secondary vertices (SV) – vertices at noticeable transverse
distances from the beamline – is important for b-tagging and will be dis-
cussed in the next chapter.
6.2 PileUp reweighting
Beam intensities of the LHC was never encountered in HEP experiments be-
fore. Every collision generates many simultaneous interactions per bunch
crossing, constituting the PileUp interactions. Figure 6.1 shows the observed
distribution of interaction vertices per bunch crossing in 2012
√
s = 8 TeV
data.
All levels of the analyses at the CMS rely on numeorus Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of the detector. The results of such simulations strongly depend on
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Figure 6.1: PileUp interactions per beam crossing in 2012 collisions.
the precise knowledge of the state of the detector, its readout and triggering
electronics. Precise knowledge of the beam conditions are also required for
the simulations to adequately reproduce the detector response.
As it will be discussed further, the PileUp interactions has an impact in
a wide variety of measurements, related to the event reconstruction. The
precise distribution on the Figure 6.1 is very hard to reproduce in Monte
Carlo simulations. That is further complicated by changing beam conditions
throughout the 2011-2012 years of data collection.
The standard method for overcoming the mismatch between simulated
and observed distributions is to reweight the simulated samples as a function
of the number of PileUp interactions. Reweighting is the common procedure
when each simulated event gets a weight with which it contributes to the
distributions of interest.
The reweighting tha accounts for data/MC mismatch in the number of
PileUp interaction is done on event-by-event basis in such a way that the
distribution in the number of reconstructed primary vertices in simulation
matches this distribution in data. Figure 6.2 demonstrates the method for
two analyses done in 2011 (see Chapter 9) and 2012 (see Chapter 10).
6.3 Particle Flow Algorithm
The next step of the event reconstruction at CMS is handled by Particle Flow
(PF) algorithm [7–9]. It joins information from all subdetectors in the most op-
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Figure 6.2: Examples of PileUp reweighting in 2011 (left) and 2012 (right)
data.
timal way: maximizing reconstruction efficiencies, energy-momentum reso-
lutions and minimizing the fake rates. PF algorithm returns a coherent list
of reconstructed stable SM particles: electrons, muons, photons and both
charged and neutral hadrons. The PF algorithm handles redundancies and
simplifies corresponding isolation procedures – the list of returned particles
should be as easy to use as the list of “true” particles in Monte Carlo simula-
tions.
At the first step, PF collects all the identified “elements” from all the sub-
detectors – charged particles from tracker, clusters of energy deposits from
ECAL and HCAL and muon tracks from the muon subsystem. Since a par-
ticle can leave several elements in those subdetectors, the Particle Flow at-
tempts to associate the observed elements by “linking”: track-HCAL, track-
ECAL, ECAL-HCAL and track-muon segment links are considered.
The linking algorithm defines a distance for each pair of elements based
on their compatibility. Tightly linked elements are then called a “block” –
the set of elements representing a hypothetical particle. The linking takes
into account physics properties of the detected particles and is optimized for
individual Physics Object reconstruction.
The PF reconstructed particles are then used as ingredients for various
energy-momentum correction and PileUp mitigation algorithms and as build-
ing blocks for reconstruction of combined objects: τ-leptons, jets and missing
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transverse energy.
6.4 Jets and MET
LHC is essentially a hadronic machine: the protons it makes to collide are
hadrons, made almost entirely of gluons with some amount of quarks. Glu-
ons and quarks are the sole particles participating in the strong interaction,
described by the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD).
Being a well-established fundamental theory of strong interactions, QCD
incorporates two notable phenomena: asymptotic freedom and confinement.
Confinement forbids the separation of color-carrying quarks and gluons as
isolated individual particles. Quarks and gluons only exist in form of color
singlet hadrons – complex bound states with other strongly interacting par-
ticles .
The phenomenon of asymptotic freedom is an observation that the strong
coupling constant becomes smaller with the renormalization flow at higher
momentum transfers. This means that quarks and gluons inside hadrons in-
teract more and more weakly as we zoom into smaller distances. Asymptotic
freedom allows us to use perturbation theory and discuss the high-energy
(hard) part of the collision in terms of individual quarks and gluons. The
individual partons in the final state of the hard interaction are then con-
tinue into low-energy (soft) part of the collision, where formation of hadrons
(called the quark hadronization) takes place.
Experimentaly, a hard parton with substantial pT can be detected as a
stream of hadrons, flying roughly in the same direction. Such a collection of
hadrons is called a “jet”. Jets allow us to reduce very complex events contain-
ing hundreds of particles into a simpler event picture, that contains crucial
information about the underlying hard processes.
6.4.1 Jet Algorithms
There is no single strict definition of a “jet” – the jet reconstruction proce-
dure depends on a number of details that could be selected depending on
the preferences of a particular analysis. But it is customary to require that
the jet algorithm satisfies the criterion of infrared safety: jet definition should
be insensitive to collinear hadronizaiton effects, like gluon splitting or soft
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gluon radiation. To describe the property more formally one considers a se-
quence On of observables each defined on a given number n of hadrons. The
observablesOn are called infrared-safe if the following relations are satisfied:
On+1(. . . , p, . . . ) p→0−−→ On(. . . , . . . ),
On+1(. . . , p, q, . . . ) p‖q−−→ On(. . . , p + q, . . . ).
Infrared safety is important [10] because we are usually only able to calculate
observables to a fixed-order in perturbation theory. Extension of such results
to kinematic regions where validity of perturbation theory is questionable
motivates the infrared-safety constraint.
Modern jet algorithms are clustering algorithms – they proceed by recur-
sively combining pairs of “closest” fragments in a single “proto-jet” until all
remaining distances do not exceed a certain predefined bound. The algo-
rithm definition does, therefore, depend on a certain value R that restricts
the size of maximal cluster in the space of the kinematic variables.
Another thing that should be specified for an algorithm is the very def-
inition of the mentioned “closeness” of the tracks in the kinematic variable
space. It is natural to require that such a measure should be (at least ap-
proximately) invariant under the Lorentz boosts along the beam axis. In the
simplest case such a measure can be taken to be:
∆Rij =
√
(yi − yj)2 + (φi − φj)2 (6.1)
which exploits an important feature of rapidity – the difference between ra-
pidities remains constant under boosts.
Apart from geometric separation between jet’s constituents encoded in
∆Rij, information about their energies should also be incorporated to influ-
ence the ordering of the clustering sequence, depending on the fragments
energies. To achieve that, one modifies the measure (6.1) by introducing ex-
tra weights that depend on the fragment’s kinematics.
A large class of the so-called kt-based clustering algorithms can be de-
scribed by the following expressions:
dij = min((kTi )
2p, (kTj )
2p)
∆R2ij
R2
, diB = (kTi )
2p (6.2)
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of anti-kt (left) and kt (right) jet clustering algorithms.
where the exponent p regulates the relative strength of energy (kT) and geom-
etry (∆Rij) contributions to the algorithm. The size of a jet cluster is bounded
by introducing an extra distance diB between entry i and the beam B. If diB
is the smallest distance among dij, then the fragment i is removed and called
a final jet. The iterative procedure then continues until no entries remain in
the list.
Based on the value (actually – only on the sign) of p, one retrieves several
classes of the kt-based algorithms:
• kt algorithm is historically the first clustering algorithm, obtained from
(6.2) by setting p = 1. The original motivation for a clustering algo-
rithm was time-reversed recombination of the sequence of splittings in
the parton shower – the softest and geometrically closest constituents
should recombine first. This motivated the extra kT weighting of the
distance (6.2).
The algorithm results in highly irregular jet edges because, by construc-
tion, softer constituents cluster earlier and form irregular patterns on jet
boundaries. The jaggedness of the jet edges is considered to be a dis-
advantage as it complicates studies that generally rely on jet bounded
geometry: detector acceptance, isolations, energy calibrations, e.t.c.
• “Anti-kt” algorithm is the standard de-facto jet clustering algorithm
used in analyses at LHC. It corresponds [11] to setting p = −1 (hence
the “anti” prefix) in the (6.2) expression.
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PF Jet ID Loose Medium Tight
Neutral Hadron Fraction < 0.99 < 0.95 < 0.90
Neutral EM Fraction < 0.99 < 0.95 < 0.90
Number of Constituents > 1 > 1 > 1
For |η| > 2.4 in addition
Charged Hadron Fraction > 0 > 0 > 0
Charged Multiplicity > 0 > 0 > 0
Charged EM Fraction < 0.99 < 0.99 < 0.99
Table 6.1: Jet ID criteria for PF jets
The “inverted” dependence on fragment kT leads to the key feature of
this algorithm – hard particles are combined in clusters before soft do.
As a result, soft fragments are not affecting the jet’s shape – only the
hard ones do. The resulting jet boundaries become very circular, while
the algorithm’s infrared safety is still preserved.
• Cambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm is the special case p = 0 of the kt-
based algorithms. This algorithm is considered to be a “middle ground”
between the two previous algorithms. On one hand it provides much
more regular shapes of jet boundaries than kt algorithm. Owning to the
fact that C/A clustering depends only on angles between fragments,
but not on theri energies.
On the other hand C/A keeps one important advantage of the kt algorithm–
it preserves the clustering sequence inside the jets. This allows one to
“revert” of the clustering sequence, providing a possibility to investi-
gate jet’s substructure and study various processes in boosted regimes.
6.4.2 Jet identification
Apart from the issues related to the representativeness of the jet, there are
also problems associated with detector artifacts, electron fakes and jets orig-
inating from PuleUp interactions. The JetMET POG provides a recipe for
dealing with such “fake” jets, by assigning a “jet quality” or jet identification
to a particular jet.
High values of hadron and EM fractions of neutral particles are hints for
unphysical jets from detector artifacts – Table 6.1 shows three working points
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Figure 6.4: Simulation and data distributions of the two track-related PileUp-
sensitive variables β and β∗ for central jets with pT > 15 GeV.
criteria recommended by JetMET POG for fakes removal. These criteria help
with mitigation of instrumental artifacts and beam-related noise. But there
is another concern to be dealt with: PileUp-originating jets, becoming an
increasing problem as number of PileUp interactions grows. Jets from sec-
ondary vertices tend to “pollute” jets from the hard interaction vertex and
also they might overlap with each other, combining into a single fake jet.
Identification of PileUp jets [12] relies on two major properties of such
jets. First of all, the tracks of charged praticles tend to be incompatible with
the Primary Vertex associated to the jet. Seconldy, PileUp jets are usually
made of several smaller jets merged together, affecting their shape.
The two very useful track-based variables decribing a given jet are β and
β∗, defined as pT-weighted fraction of charged tracks that are coming from
the jet’s Primary Vertex (or from other PV in case of β∗):
β jet =
∑
charged∈jet
f rom PV
pT
∑
charged∈jet
pT
, β∗jet =
∑
charged∈jet
other PV
pT
∑
charged∈jet
pT
. (6.3)
Figure 6.4 shows the distributions in the variables for data and simulation.
The variables are very good at discrimination of PileUp jets.
The β and β∗ variables are combined together with a number of other
variables, related to jet’s charged tracks (like z-distance of closest approach)
and related to jet’s shape (like pT-wieghted variance of jet tracks’ ∆R ditribu-
tion). All these varables are used to train a Boosted Decision Tree multivari-
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Figure 6.5: Central values and uncertainties of the combined Jet Energy Cor-
rection factors as a function of the jet’s transverse momentum and pseudora-
pidity.
ate (the PileUpMVA) discriminator, efficient in the PileUp jet rejection in the
whole pseudorapidity coverage |η| < 5 of the detector.
Moreover, for the tracker acceptance region |η| the β and β∗ variables are
the most discriminating variables among others. Signal efficiencies of ∼ 99%
are reached for 85÷ 95% PileUp jet rejection depeding on jet’s pT.
6.4.3 Jet Energy Scale Corrections
Being quite a complex objects, usually aggregating many soft particles, jets
have an issue with their energy resolution. Even more concerning is that the
measured jet’s energy can be biased with respect to its true energy. Out-of-
cone particles, noise in the detector, cracks and dead material are all contri-
bution to the deterioration of the recorded jet’s energy.
Jet Energy Corrections (JEC) are introduced [13, 14] in order to compen-
sate for this bias. The correction is applied as a simple multiplicative factor
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to the jet’s four-momentum prawµ :
pcorrµ = C · prawµ (6.4)
The correction factor C is itself a combination of several multipliers, each
depending on the corrected momentum from previous iteration:
pcorrµ = Cabs(p′′T) · p′′µ
p′′µ = CMC(p′T, η) · Crel(η) · p′µ
p′µ = Co f f set (prawT ) · prawµ
(6.5)
Here Co f f set is the offset correction that removes the extra energy that is
not associated to the hard scattering part of the collision. Such additional
contribution comes from the detector noise and from PileUp. This correc-
tion is evaluated using Jet Area, Average Offset or combined Hybrid Jet Area
methods [13].
The CMC factor corrects for non-uniformity in azimuthal angle and for
non-linear response dependence on pT. It is obtained from Monte Carlo sim-
ulated QCD events. Simulated events get reconstructed in the same way as
it is done in actual data. Reconstructed jets are then matched to MC-true jets
within ∆R < 0.25 and the correction factor is extracted as an average fraction
of pTs of the generated and reconstructed jets.
The Monte Carlo calibration CMC accounts for the bulk of the reconstruction-
MC mismatch. The last residual corrections Cabs and Crel account for the dif-
ferences between data and simulation, associated to imbalance in energy res-
olution as it depends on η (absolute correction) and pT (relative corrections).
Figure. 6.5 shows the combined JEC factor (6.4) together with its esti-
mated uncertainties for anti-kt reconstructed jets with ∆R = 0.5. Three types
of jets are considered , depending on which information is supplied to the re-
construction algorithm: calorimeter (CALO) jets are jets reconstructed using
only HCAL and associated ECAL deposits, Jet-Plus-track (JPT) are CALO
jets with their energy-momentum improved by the charged tracks from tracker.
Finally Particle Flow (PF) jets are jets reconstructed from the list of individ-
ual stable particles collected by the PF algorithm.
One can see that CALO jets require much larger corrections (especially at
lower transverse momenta) because of the non-linearity of the calorimeters’
response. Addition of the tracker information substantially reduces the nec-
essary corrections in the tracker acceptance resion |η| < 2.5 – the transition
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is especially sharp for JPT jets, while for PF jets it is much smoother due to
some energy calibrations that was already applied for PF particles.
6.4.4 MET
Many analyses at the CMS involve the production of particles that penetrate
whole detector’s volume without leaving any trace in the active material.
Such particles are therefore undetectable. Neutrinos are the SM particles
that have this property, but it could also be other inert particles from some
BSM extensions (usually these are candidates for the Dark Matter – see Chap-
ter. 3.1.1).
Albeit undetectable directly, presence of such particles can be inferred by
considering of the total transverse momentum of the event. The vectorial
sum of the projection of the momenta of all particles on the transverse plane
must be equal to (or very close to) zero, since it is true for the initial state of
colliding proton pairs. Hence any considerable imbalance in the total trans-
verse momentum would be a sign of some particles escaping the detector
volume unobserved – such Missing Transverse Energy (MET) is determined
as a sum of transverse energies of all observed particles in the event:
/ET = −∑
i
~ETi . (6.6)
Missing Transverse Energy is another combined object, involving many par-
ticles of the event (actually, most of them) which makes it quite similar to
jets. Jets and MET reconstruction are treated by the same POG, since many
intricacies of /ET determination are analogous to those of jet reconstruction.
As with jets, MET can be obtained using only calorimeter energies (Calo
/ET), using tracks to improve the calorimeter only energy measurements (TC
/ET), or by using particles, supplied by the Particle Flow algorithm (PF /ET).
The PF technique shows very high performance [15, 16] and is used by ma-
jority of the analyses at the CMS.
Complementary to the Jet Energy Corrections, discussed in the previous
section, the value of /ET should also be corrected due to a variety of reasons.
• Type-1 corrections are applied by incorporating the jet energy correc-
tions in the event:
/EcorrT = /ET −∑
jets
(
~pcorrT,j − ~pT,jet
)
, (6.7)
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for PF /ET the jets used in the sum in (6.7) must have pT > 10 GeV.
• Type-0 corrections account for the charged-neutral particle imbalance
in PileUp interactions – each PileUp vertex is expected to have well-
balanced /ET, but this is not the case due to non-linearity of calorimeter
response, showing a bias towards combined momentum of neutral par-
ticles.
/EcorrT = /ET − ∑
vertices
f (|pchT,v|)
~pchT,v
|pchT,v|
, ~pchT,v = ∑
charged
~pT. (6.8)
Here f (pT) – is a function that parametrizes the correction that is ob-
tained by simulation of single minimum-bias events.
• The φ-asymmetry correction is required to account for non-uniformity
of the produced particles in the azimuthal angle. The cause of this
asymmetry is not conclusively understood. It is present both in data
and in simulation and can be attributed to relative misalignment of var-
ious detector subsystems or to a shift between the centre of the detector
and the beamline.
As one can see, observed nonzero /ET 6= 0 might include resolution effects
and uncertainties in the applied corrections. For a given event one might be
interested in a quantity that reflects the consistency of the observed /E
The MET significance is defined as the value of likelihood ratio test statis-
tic (see equation (8.18) in the Section. 8.5) for null-hypothesis stating that
/EtrueT = 0 and alternative hypothesis claiming that /E
true
T = /E
obs
T :
λMET = 2 ln
P(/EobsT |/EtrueT = /EobsT )
P(/EobsT |/EtrueT = 0)
(6.9)
The MET significance λMET measures the certainty in the observed Missing
Transverse Energy on the event-by-event basis. It can be especially useful for
analyses that are interested in discrimination of events containing some MET
without explicitly using its value.
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Variable 2011 Cut 2012 Cut
Is GlobalMuon? True True
Is PFMuon? – True
χ2/ndo f < 10 < 10
Nhits pixel layers ≥ 1 ≥ 1
Nhits tracker layers ≥ 9 ≥ 6
Nhits muon chambers ≥ 1 ≥ 1
Nmatched muon stations ≥ 2 ≥ 2
Tracker dx,y distance to the PV – < 2 mm
Tracker dz w.r. to the PV – < 5 mm
Table 6.2: Tight muon ID selection criteria for 2011 and 2012 analyses.
6.5 Lepton reconstruction at CMS
6.5.1 Muon reconstruction
Tracking of muons are performed at the CMS simultaneously by the inner sil-
icon tracker and by gas-filled chamber detectors in the outer muon system.
The muon tracks identified by the muon system are called standalone-muon
tracks and the muon tracks in the tracker are called tracker muons. The so-
called GlobalMuon is the track that is reconstructed using both the tracker
and the muon system. If several tracker tracks can be matched to the stan-
dalone muon, then the muon with the lowest χ2 is chosen to be a GlobalMuon.
The sources of the muon fakes could be: accidental matches, “hadronic
punch-throughs”, in-flight µ decays, tracks from cosmic muons and PileUp
tracks. In order to reduce the fake rates and to guarantee good pT measure-
ment a number of Muon ID criteria was provided by the Muon POG.
Loose muons are generic muons reconstructed by PF algorithm; they could
be either GlobalMuons or just a tracker muons (only Standalone Muons are
very unlikely).
Soft muons are identified as tracker muons that are matched (inside-out)
to at least one hit in muon system.
Tight muons are results of combined fit of tracker and muon system tracks.
Good quality of the overall track fit is required.
Analyses presented in this work are relying on tight muon ID selection
criteria. The details of these requirements used in 2011 and 2012 data are
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|ηsc| < 1.479 1.479 < |ηsc| < 2.5
Loose Medium Tight Loose Medium Tight
|∆ηtrk| 0.007 0.004 0.004 0.009 0.007 0.005
|∆φtrk| 0.15 0.06 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.02
σiηiη 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03
H/E 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.10
d0 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
dZ 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1
|1/E− 1/p| 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
SeIso/p
e
T 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.10
Nhitsmissing 1 1 0 1 1 0
Pvertexf it 10
−6 10−6 10−6 10−6 10−6 10−6
Table 6.3: Cut-based electron ID criteria (for electrons with pT > 20 GeV).
shown on the Table 6.2.
6.5.2 Electron reconstruction
Being very light, electrons quickly loose their energy in the strong CMS mag-
netic field due to Bremsstrahlung. Therefore electrons can be distinguished
by relatively short tracks exhibiting the energy loss together with the corre-
sponding ECAL cluster of Bremsstrahlung photons.
The so-called “ECAL-driven” electron reconstruction starts by identify-
ing ECAL “super-cluster” – an energy deposit spread in an angular win-
dow ∆η × ∆φ = 0.09× 0.6. The cluster is then used as a starting point for
dedicated electron track reconstruction – For more precise accounting for the
energy loss, the Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF) fitting procedure[17] is used for
electron tracks.
The procedure outlined above works well for high-pT electrons, but suf-
fers from inefficient ECAL seeding for the particle transverse momenta lower
than 10 GeV – the curvature radius of electron’s trajectory gets smaller, spread-
ing Bremsstrahlung photons over wider angles. The PF approach for electron
reconstruction was designed with an intention to improve on this issue. The
algorithm test all the tracks, compatible with electron hypothesis and asso-
ciating independently reconstructed ECAL clusters. The associated super-
cluster in the ECAL is sought by taking all the tangents to the electron track
at points of its intersection with tracker layers and extrapolating them to the
calorimeter. As a result, the Particle Flow algorithm is able to reconstruct
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both high-pT and low-pT electrons almost independently on their isolation.
For the electron ID, the e/γ POG provides several identification tech-
niques:
• Simple cut-based electron ID is a robust and transparent procedure
for analyses that do not need the ultimate electron efficiency.
• MVA-based electron ID combines all relevant data from the HCAL,
ECAL and tracker, resulting in up to 30% efficiency improvement com-
pared to simple cut-based identification.
• HEEP electron ID targets high-energy electron pairs (HEEP) identifi-
cation for vaious exotica searches and usese only measurements from
calorimeter clusters.
The cuts for the simple cut-based ID are shown on Table 6.3. One can see that
the cuts are different for the barrel |η| < 1.479 and endcaps 1.479 < |η| < 2.5
pseudorapidity regions.
The discriminating variables ∆ηtrk, ∆φtrk are measuring the quality of an-
gular matching between supercluster and the track. The σiηiη describes the
shape of the supercluster along the asimutal direction. The H/E is the ratio
between energy deposits in HCAL tower behind the supercluster and the en-
ergy of the supercluster itself, while |1/E− 1/p| tells the difference between
ECAL-measured energy and tracker-measured momentum. Finally, SeIso/p
e
T
is the relative electron isolation, that we are going to describe below.
6.5.3 Lepton isolations and efficiencies
In the framework of the Particle Flow algorithm, (absolute) lepton isolation
is defined as a sum of transverse momenta of hadrons (both charged and
neutral) and photons inside a certain ∆R cone around the lepton momentum.
The isolation helps in discriminating leptons that arise from QCD processes
from those appearing from decays of heavy particles (like Z or W).
Isolation is the quantity obtained from the summation over soft PF parti-
cles in a certain angular region around the lepton. As we have seen in cases
of jets and MET, such quantities are sensitive to contamination from PileUp-
originating particles. Again, some correction should be applied on the ob-
served isolation to mitigate that effect – the value is derived [18, 19] from the
average PileUp energy density ρ evaluated on event-by-event basis and the
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effective cone area Ae f f in angular space. The final expression for PileUp-
correctted absolute isolation reads:
S`Iso = ∑
charged
pT +max
(
0, ∑
neutral
ET +∑
γ
ET − ρ · Ae f f
)
. (6.10)
Electron and muon isolation cuts are then usually imposed not on absolute
isolation (6.10), but on the realtive isolation S`Iso/p
`
T. The POG-recommended
values for muon isolation are:
∆R = 0.4, SµIso/p
µ
T < 0.12, (6.11)
for the isolation cone size and tight relative isolation cut. Similar values for
electrons are:
∆R = 0.3, SeIso/p
e
T < 0.15. (6.12)
The efficiencies of the lepton reconstruction (including identification, iso-
lation and trigger efficiency) can be obtained from data using the so-called
tag-and-probe method [20]. The procedure starts with selection of Z → `+`−
events. Events are required to have exactly two lepton candidates with in-
variant mass, fitting the m`` ∈ [60, 120] GeV window. One of the leptons –
the so-called “tag” – is required to pass tight selection and isolation require-
ments. Second lepton from the pair – the “probe” – is selected using whatever
criteria are being studied.
The signal yields for accepted and rejected probe leptons are then ex-
tracted by fitting with the invariant mass distribution for the di-lepton sys-
tem and the selection efficiencies are calculated as the relative signal yields
of accepted and rejected probe leptons. This way the efficiency is measured
in different bins of the η ⊗ pT space.
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Chapter 7
B-tagging at CMS
In many analyses the information about the type of parton generating hadronic
jets plays a major role. Such information is supplied by the so-called jet tag-
ging algorithms. The algorithms produce a discriminator value for a given
jet. The value of the discriminator can roughly be interpreted as a likelihood
of the jet to have a particular parton as its origin. One can then cut on the
value of such a discriminator, choosing the best purity-to-efficiency ratio for
his needs.
The most attention is paid to the “b-tagging” – tagging of the jets origi-
nating from the b-quark. The reason for such acclaim is based primarily on
the efficiency of such tagging, which in turn rests on specific features of the
b-quark, like its heavy mass and large lifetime of the hadrons containing it
(b-flavored hadrons).
7.1 Properties of the b-quark
Mass of the b-quark is mb = 4.18GeV. It is the second (after the t-quark
mt = 160GeV) heaviest fundamental fermion of the Standard Model. The
t-quark has a really short lifetime – so short that it doesn’t form any hadrons
at all. The b-quark, on the other hadn does form hadrons combining with
even lighter partner quarks: u, d or s.
Having a comparatively large mass, b-quarks are typically produced with
noticeable transverse momentum during the hard interaction phase. During
the hard phase pair-produced b-quarks decay independently, thus originat-
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ing separate hadronization. Throughout the soft hadronization phase the
hadron that incorporates a b-quark is the most energetic among its “neigh-
bors”. The typical multiplicity of the charged products in b-hadron decays is
about ∼ 5.
The most prominent feature of the b-flavored hadrons is that their ground
states decay only via weak interactions. The b-quark decay is dominated
by the b → cW∗ process with virtual W∗ creating either a pair of quarks
(hadronic decay) or a lepton-neutrino pair (semileptonic decay).
Since b-hadrons decay only weakly, and due to the smallness of the cor-
responding CKM parameter |Vcb|, their lifetime is many orders of magnitude
longer than that of many “ordinary” hadrons. With cτ ∼ 450µm one can have
the b-hadron decaying considerably far (up to several millimeters) away from
the primary interaction vertex.
Combining that with already mentioned properties of large mass and
transverse momentum, one expects to have a secondary vertex substantially
far away from the collision axis, with large invariant mass at that vertex.
Finally one should note that b-hadrons have high semileptonic branching
ratio, which means that quite often there are leptons inside the jet, coming
from the mentioned secondary vertex.
7.2 B-tagging algorithms
B-tagging algorithms summarize some of the jet data relevant for b-quark
identification in a single discriminator value. By convention larger values
of the discriminator mean larger likelihood of the jet to be a b-jet. Apart
from that, there are no extra conventions on the behavior of the discrimina-
tors: they are not necessary fixed to a particular range and are not necessary
smooth – distributions in them could have various discontinuities, spikes
and other kinds of irregularities.
The most popular algorithms at CMS (recommended for the analyzes by
the b-tagging working group) are Track Counting, Jet Probability and Com-
bined Secondary Vertex algorithms. Figure 7.2 shows the discriminator ef-
ficiencies for various modification of these algorithms, discussed further in
the chapter. It is clear from the plots that b-tagging can achieve a consider-
able discrimination efficiency especially for light quarks and gluons, with the
largest source of the fakes being the c-quark originating jets.
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Figure 7.1: B-tag discriminator perfomances for various jet types evaluated
from Monte Carlo : b v.s. light (left) and b v.s. c (right) efficiencies are shown.
Every b-tagging algorithm gets as an input a jet, a collection of tracks
associated with it and the position of the jet primary vertex (PV). B-tagging
algorithms rely heavily on the relative spatial positions and orientations of
these objects. Also, algorithms that involve reconstruction of the secondary
vertex are faced with huge combinatorial complexity of the vertex finding
procedure. This is further complicated by vertexes from PileUp interactions.
That is why additional track selection requirements are imposed on each
of the jet tracks: to ensure a certain quality of the jet-associated tracks and to
reduce the number of tracks for vertex reconstruction, they are:
• track should lie close to the axis of a jet under consideration
– ∆R < 0.3 if SV-reconstruction is needed
– ∆R < 0.5 otherwise
• pT > 1 GeV and χ2/ndo f < 5,
• there must be at least eight tracker hits, among them at least two hits in
the pixel tracker,
• extra geometric requirements to remove fakes from other long-lived
particles
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Figure 7.2: 3D impact parameter (left) and the 3D-IP uncertainty for an inclu-
sive multijet (“QCD”) sample. Various kinds of jets are presented as different
colors of stacked histograms.
7.2.1 Track counting b-tagging
Most of the b-tagging algorithms exploit the long-lifetime property of b-flavored
hadrons. To do so, it is necessary to obtain certain information about the
point, where the long-lived b-hadron did decay. Simple observable, associ-
ated to the individual tracks and containing this kind of information is the
impact parameter (IP).
Impact parameter value is defined as the minimal distance at which the
track comes to the primary vertex. The value of IP can be positive or negative
based on the relative direction of the jet axis and the IP-segment. One can
also consider either full 3D reconstructed impact parameter or consider only
its 2D projection on the plane transverse to the collision axis.
It is interesting to note that the expected IP value is independent of the
decaying particle kinetic energy: while the lifetime and, therefore, average
travel distance of the decaying particle increases by the relativistic γ factor –
it gets compensated by the fact that the typical decay angle of the products of
the boosted system are concentrated around the flight axis, with the typical
angle scaling as ∼ 1/γ.
Fig.7.2 shows the distributions in the IP and the corresponding measure-
ment uncertainty [1, 2]. One can see that the impact parameter does have a
certain uncertainty associated with it, and that uncertainty can be compa-
rable to the measured IP value. To that end, it is more useful to utilize the
impact parameter significance (SIP = IP/σIP) instead of the “plain” IP.
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Track counting algorithm provides one with discriminators by first sort-
ing the jets’ tracks by their IP-significance values and then returning the IP-
significance for the N’th jet in that sorted list. Conventional values for N are:
N = 2 for the so-called Track Counting High Efficiency discriminator and
N = 3 for the Track Counting High Purity discriminator.
7.2.2 Jet probability b-tagging
Track counting algorithms are based only on IP-significance value and only
return this value for just a single track in a given jet. Although very straight-
forward, there is clearly some room for improvement here. One can get more
complex but more powerful discriminator by considering extra information
about individual tracks and by combining the information from all the tracks
in a jet.
Jet probability algorithm does this by evaluating probabilities Pi for each
of the jet’s tracks i = 0, 1 · · ·N − 1 to originate from the primary vertex.
The distributions for that evaluation are precomputed from a sample of PV-
originated tracks. One can easily obtain such a sample even from data by
considering tracks with negative IP: if we also assume that the distribution
for the tracks from PV is the same for SIP > 0 as for SIP < 0, then it is pos-
sible to pre-compute the distributions in |SIP| from data, and :w utilize them
in the analysis.
Describing the procedure in detail: one first subdivides all the tracks in
the sample into several classes according to various track variables: p, |η|,
number of hits in the pixel detector and the track’s χ2/ndo f . Then for each
class one constructs histograms in the track’s |SIP|. These histograms are
then interpreted as probability density functions of PV-originating track to
have that value of |SIP|.
During the analysis, the track probability Pi is defined [3] as a statistical
significance of the observed |SIP|:
Pi =
∫ ∞
|SIP|
PDF(sIP)dsIP
Next step is to combine the probabilities of the individual tracks into a single
Jet Probability (JP) discriminator:
DJP = −14 log
(
Π∑
i
(− lnΠ)i
i!
)
, Π =∏
i
max(Pi, 0.005). (7.1)
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The expression (7.1) represents a standard combination of confidence levels
for all the tracks to be consistent with the primary vertex. Notice that prob-
abilities Pi are bounded from below by the small probaility of 0.5%. This is
done because the tracks with very small values of Pi tend to “overshadow”
tracks with larger Pi reducing the disrimination power of the tagger.
Jet B Probability [4] is a slight modification of the previous discriminator,
that exploits our knowledge of charged multiplicities of the b-quark decays.
The discriminator (7.1) is modified as:
DJBP = −14 log
(
Π∑
i<4
(− lnΠ)i
i!
)
, Π =∏
i
max(Pi, 0.005). (7.2)
The cut i < 4 on the number of leading tracks is motivated by ∼ 5 charged
multiplicity of the b-hadron decays and by the ∼ 80% Impact Parameter re-
construction efficiency.
7.2.3 Simple Secondary Vertex b-tagging
Jet Probability and Track Counting algorithms are based on the impact pa-
rameter values of individual tracks. The discrimination power can be further
improved by attempting to reconstruct the secondary vertex, produced by
the decay of the b-flavored hadron.
Reconstruction of the secondary vertexes is performed by the adaptive
vertex fit algorithm. Given a set of tracks, the algorithm returns a candidate
for a secondary vertex together with weights wtr ∈ [0, 1] which measure the
consistency of each track with that vertex candidate. One then proceeds it-
eratively, by removing tracks with wtr > 0.5 from the tracks collection and
calling the adaptive vertex fit algorithm again. These steps are repeated until
the vertex reconstruction fails.
All the newly reconstructed secondary vertex candidates are then required
to pass extra criteria. The SV candidate is removed if:
• more than 65% of tracks are shared with the PV,
• flight direction is too far (∆R > 0.5) from the jet’s axis,
• transverse distance from PV is more than 2.5 cm or less than 0.1 mm
• invariant mass is compatible with K0.
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The Simple Secondary Vertex discriminator is then based on the significance
of the 3D distance d f l between the reconstructed SV and the primary vertex.
DSSV = log
(
1+
d f l
σd f l
)
7.2.4 Combined Secondary Vertex b-tagging
The Simple Secondary Vertex algorithm relies upon the flight distance and
number of tracks at the vertex. However there are more properties to con-
sider: mass at the vertex, energies, pTs and ηs of the vertex’s tracks, e.t.c.
CSV discriminator is targeted to combine all the possible information
both from impact parameter and from secondary vertex in a single Multi-
variate Analysis (MVA) based discriminator. If the SV is not available the al-
gorithm just combines two or more S2DIP tracks in into a so-called “pseudo ver-
tex” . From this object it is then possible to obtain some of the vertex’s vari-
ables without doing the actual vertex reconstruction. If even “pseudo vertex”
reconstruction is impossible, then CSV falls back to the impact-parameter-
variables-only mode.
Using all the attainable variables, two likelihood-ratio discriminators are
pre-produced: Dc, that discriminates b-jets against c-jets, and Duds, that dis-
criminates against light-quark jets. Finally, CSV returns a single discrimina-
tor, combined as follows:
DCSV =
1
4
(3Dc + Duds)
7.3 Online b-tagging in the HLT trigger
Requiring b-tagging at trigger level allows one to tackle with large rates at
low pT thresholds. Thus increasing sensitivity to various processes involv-
ing b-quarks and simultaneously reducing many backgrounds outright at the
stage of online data acquisition.
Any algorithm used for the online data processing faces strong CPU con-
straints. For every particular process the balance between computational ro-
bustness and selection efficiency should be found. For b-tagging algorithms
the CPU restraint is further tightened by the need of good identification of the
primary vertex. Standard HLT implementations provide one with only a 1D
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estimation of the vertex’s position, while with increasing number of PileUp
interactions, the algorithmic complexity of track end vertex reconstruction
grows non-linearly.
The implementations that are the most relevant for the present work is
the class of “BTagIP” implementations used in 2011 data collection. All of
them are based on the online version of the Track Counting algorithm. The
algorithm is applied on jets both at L2.5, where only the pixel tracks are
available, and at L3, when the complete tracking is performed also by means
of the tracker hits. A three-dimensional vertex is reconstructed in order to
improve the performance of the algorithm and to ensure rate stability in case
of poor beam-spot online definition. Several consequent modifications of this
path were used by us:
BTagIP Performs TCHE b-tagging on the four leading central jets in the event.
The values of SIP are calculated in the 2D plane, transverse to the beam
axis. The event passes the trigger if S2
ndtrack
IP > 3.5.
BTagIP3D In that version, 3D primary vertex reconstruction is performed.
The threshold on the significance of the second track is unchanged.
DiBTagIP3D1stTrack That path requires two jets to be b-tagged. At the same
time the SIP cut is now applied to their respective first tracks.
In 2012, the new “fast primary vertex” algoritm was implemented at HLT.
The algorithm reconstructs the PV in two steps – first it reconstructs a “coarse”
primary vertex is obtained by matching online calorimeter jets to pixel clus-
ters and then projecting the clusters onto the z-axis. Then the precise PV
position is obtained, considering only the tracks from the “coarse” vertex.
The algoritms improves the speed of vertex reconstruction by a factor
of five. Such a large CPU time reduction allows one to use CSV class of
algorithm for b-tagging at the HLT level.
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Chapter 8
Statistical analysis
The field of statistics is devoted to studying and interpreting data. Statistics
is used in particle physics experiments to refine and present the results of
the analysis. Probability theory serves as a formal mathematical foundation
of statistics. In this chapter we present an overview of statistical methods
used in the analysis described in this work, starting with a brief recap of the
probability theory.
8.1 Probability theory
The bedrock for probability theory is the notion of random variable. Random
variables do not have a fixed value and are subject to random variation in
a certain set Ω of some possible values (like the set of possible outcomes of
some experiment). Each random variable has an associated measure on the
set of its outcomes – for every subsetF of the sample space, there is a defined
probability P(F ) ≤ 1, which should satisfy certain axioms [1] to be a proper
probability measure on that set.
If the variable is real-valued and one-dimensional, then the probability
measure can be described by means of a distribution function or, more gen-
erally, a family of distribution functions, parametrized by (one or several)
parameter θ:
F(x; θ) = P(X ≤ x|θ). (8.1)
Here we adopt standard notational conventions for probability and statis-
tics: to distinguish random variables from “ordinary” numbers we will write
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them in upper case like X. Particular realizations of a random variable will
be written as corresponding lower-case letters. Greek letters like θ will be
used for parameters of various distribution functions.
Equation (8.1) defines the so-called cumulative distribution function (c.d.f )
for a random variable, which can be either continuous or discrete. If X is
a continuous random variable, then it is possible to express the c.d.f as an
integral of a probability density function (p.d.f ):
F(x; θ) =
x∫
−∞
f (x′; θ) dx′ . (8.2)
The equatoin reads “probability of X to be less than or equal to x, given some
values of the parameters θ”. If X is a discrete random variable, then its in-
dividual outcomes xi have nonzero associated probabilities P(X = xi). This
defines p(xi; θ), a probability measure function (p.m.f ) for X:
F(x; θ) = ∑
xi≤x
p(xi; θ) , p(xi; θ) = P(X = xi|θ). (8.3)
Likelihood function is any parameter-dependent probability P(F|θ) seen
as a function of its parameters, given a particular outcome x of the corre-
sponding random variable. Typically likelihood functions are constructed
from p.d.f s (or p.m.f s) like:
L(θ) = f (x; θ). (8.4)
It is obligatory to comment here, that L(θ) is not a p.d.f for θ, first of all because
L(θ) is not normalized. More subtle question is: is it possible to consider θ
as a random variable in the first place? This leads us to the examination
of conceptual differences between so-called frequentist and Bayesian points of
view on probability and statistics.
From the frequentist point of view statements are either true or false. The
probability of a certain statement is the frequency with which true ones are
present in a set of statements of similar nature. Following this line of thought
we have to conclude that there must be a certain unknown but fixed “true
value” of the measured parameter θ. So it cannot be considered as a random
variable and p.d.f for θ simply cannot be defined.
Bayesian approach, on the other hand, considers probabilities as measure
of our degree of belief in various statements. These probabilities are progres-
sively updated by means of Bayes’s formula. To demonstrate the bayesian
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Figure 8.1: Construction of Neyman confidence belt
approach, consider the following example: let us define the statement
B = “given jet is a b-jet”, and the statement T = “b-tagging test is positive”.
In that case P(B) will be our “prior” – it is measuring our degree of beleif
in the statement B. The probability P(T|B) is the “posterior” probability – it
measures our degree of beleif in B after we’ve observed T. The Bayes Theo-
rem reads:
P(B|T) = P(T|B)
P(T)
· P(B), (8.5)
where the factor P(T|B)P(T) is called a “Bayesian factor”, representing the strength
of eveidence that the observation T gives us in favor of the hypothesis B.
Systematic application of the “Bayesian update” procedure (8.5) is the
basis of Bayesian point of view on probabilities: any statement can have a
probability associated to it as long as it can be changed by means of the Bayes
Theorem. From that point of view parameters like θ can be considered as
random variables and do have probability distributions associated to them.
8.2 Neyman confidence belts
Given a number 1− α, the Neyman’s confidence interval for the random vari-
able X with the probability distribution fucntion pdf(x) is any interval [x1, x2],
that satisfies:
P(X ∈ [x1, x2]) =
∫ x2
x1
pdf(x) dx = 1− α. (8.6)
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The number 1− α is then called a confidence level (CL) for such intervals. If
X is a discrete random variable then it is sometimes impossible to find x1, x2
for equality (8.6) to be exactly satisfied. For discrete random variables the
definition (8.6) is conventionally relaxed to:
P(X ∈ [x1, x2]) = ∑
xi∈[x1,x2]
pmf(xi) ≥ 1− α, (8.7)
where pmf(x) is the probability measure function for the discrete random
variable X.
Both (8.6) and (8.7) are ambiguous – there is usually a continuum of x1, x2
pairs, satisfying these equations. Some extra criteria for x1 and x2 must be
chosen. For example, one might choose x1 = −∞, thus getting an interval
bounded above by x2 – the so-called “upper confidence limit”:
P(X ∈ [−∞, x2]) = P(X < x2) = 1− α. (8.8)
Another natural definition is to require equal probabilities of X being on the
each side of the interval:
P(X < x1) = P(X > x2) =
1− α
2
, (8.9)
creating the so-called “central confidence intervals”.
Suppose that we have an experiment that measures some quantity de-
scribed by a random variable X distributed according to one of the prob-
ability distribution functions from a family f (X; θ). The true value of θ is
unknown and the goal is to provide an interval estimate of the value of
θ ∈ [θ1(x), θ2(x)] for a given outcome x.
Figure 8.1 describes, following [2], a construction of the so-called confi-
dence belt. For every value of θ we can substitute the corresponding p.d.f into
(8.6) and obtain the confidence interval [x1(θ), x2(θ)]. The resulting region of
the x× θ plane is bounded by the functions x1(θ) and x2(θ).
Observe now that these boundaries can also be considered as functions
θ1(x) and θ2(x) and that the following equality holds:
P(x1(θ) < X < x2(θ)) = P(θ1(X) < θ < θ2(X)) = 1− α (8.10)
Let us stress that θ in the expression (8.10) is not a random variable – this
is crucial for the frequentist interpretation of confidence belts. If a number
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Figure 8.2: Poisson likelihood
functions for a counting experi-
ment with b = 8. Upper bounds at
95% CL for various outcomes are
shown.
Figure 8.3: The “renormalized”
likelihood function with the corre-
sponding upper limits on s.
of experiments measuring X are performed and for each experiment the con-
structed confidence interval [θ1, θ2] is published, then α is the fraction of the
reported confidence intervals that do not contain the true value of θ.
8.3 Small signals problem
Let us now consider a simple event-counting experiment: suppose that there
are signal and backround processes contributing to the observed number of
events N in some experiment. The signal and background events are oc-
curing independently with average rates s for the signal and b for the back-
ground.
Suppose also that there is no way we can distinguish signal and back-
ground events – the only observable we have access to is the number of
events N. In that case N can be considered as a discrete random variable,
characterized by the Poisson probability distribution with average rate equal
to the sum s + b of the signal and background rates:
P(N = n|s, b) = Poisson(n; s + b) = (s + b)
n
n!
· e−(s+b) . (8.11)
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Assuming that the expected rate of the background events b is known, we
would like to set an upper limit on s, given an observed number of events n.
Naively one would use the technique for construction of confidence intervals
described in the previous section. Using the prescription (8.7) for construc-
tion of confidence intervals for a discrete random variable, and following the
procedure (8.10) one obtains:
L(s) = P(N ≤ n|s, b) ≤ α , (8.12)
it says which values os s variable are excluded with confidence 1− α is we
ahve observed n events.
Figure 8.2 shows several likelihood functions for b = 8 and different val-
ues of n. The L(s) < 0.95 bound is drawn as a red line and the boundaries of
the one-sided confidence intervals are marked as circles. For example, if the
expected background rate is b = 8 and we’ve observed N = 6 events, then
the values of s above s > 3.8 are excluded at 95% confidence level.
One can also spot the problem that Fig.8.2 also demonstrates – following
the same procedure for n = 3, b = 8 one ends up with a negative bound on
s. That happens because of the strong under-fluctuation in the background
which lead us to exclusion of s = 0 at 95% C.L.
This issue was first addressed by Feldman and Cousins in [3], in a context
of a more general problem of ambiguities in the selection of the confidence
intervals (8.6) and (8.7). Authors of [3] consider a “flip-flopping physicist”
– a highly hypothetical person who makes a decision on presentation of his
experimental results after he did his measurements and had seen the results.
Depending on the observed result he changes the way the x1 and x2 bound-
aries in (8.6) or (8.7) are chosen, breaking the very idea behind the construc-
tion of confidence belts.
Feldman and Cousins then go on by presenting a “unified” way of con-
structing confidence belts that behave smoothly around boundaries, allow-
ing seamless transitions between different conventions for confidence inter-
val construction, while preserving the frequentist nature of the resulting in-
tervals.
Nevertheless even the Feldman-Cousins intervals have some unwelcome
features that result in criticism and controversy. For example [4], such a “uni-
fied” construction for upper limit do depend on the expected number b of
background events. Which leads to somewhat objectionable dependence of
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the upper limit on b even when n = 0 and, obviously, nb = 0 and the ex-
pected background should be irrelevant.
8.4 Bayesian intervals and Zech’s interpretation
The complications discussed in previous chapter are all related to the fact
that we do not fully exploit all our knowledge about the background (espe-
cially posterior) in the limit construction. An alternative way of dealing with
that problem was proposed in [5, 6]. It is based on the Bayesian approach;
application of Bayes’s formula leads one to definition of the following limit
on s with confidence 1− α, obtained by:
α =
P(N ≤ n|s + b)
P(N ≤ n|b) . (8.13)
The interval defined by (8.13) is called a “Bayesian credible interval” (with
uniform prior). To avoid all the disputes, associated with the Bayesian ap-
proach, the frequentist interpretation of (8.13) was proposed by Zech in [7].
First note that we can see the random variable N in (8.11) as a sum of two
independent random variables N = Ns + Nb. The probability distribution
for N can then be presented as a convolution of independent distributions
for numbers of signal and background events:
P(N = n|s, b) =
n
∑
nb=0
P(Nb = nb|b)P(Ns = n− nb|s) . (8.14)
As it is stressed in [7], instead of using the original probability P(Nb =
nb|b) of getting nb background events, one should condition this probability
to the already observed fact that nb cannot be larger than n:
P(Nb = n|b, Nb ≤ n) = P(Nb = n|b)
/
n
∑
nb=0
P(Nb = nb|b) . (8.15)
The reason for such “renormalization” is that we are not expecting to get
any extra information about the background process and not improving our
knowledge about the background rate b. Combining (8.15) and (8.14) one
gets:
P(N = n|s, b, Nb ≤ n) = P(N = n|s, b)
/
n
∑
nb=0
P(Nb = nb|b) . (8.16)
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The corresponding likelihood function and the 95% confidence level upper
bounds are shown on Figure. 8.3.
It so turns out, that the expression (8.16) coincides with the Bayesian ex-
pression. While there was a certain discussion about if it is Bayesian or fre-
quentist approach, this “modified frequentist” CLs technique is used as a
standard de-facto approach in particle physics searches at CERN:
CLs =
CLs+b
CLb
. (8.17)
8.5 Hypothesis testing and nuisance parameters
To continue our discussion on presentation of experimental results of searches
of new particle physics phenomena, we first will need to review some more
basic concepts from statistics, related to hypothesis testing.
Statistic is a function of observables that is used to quantify certain prop-
erties of the observed data, usually interesting for the analysis in hand. And
test statistic is a statistic that is useful for hypothesis testing – it is used to rate
which of two given hypothesis is more favored by the data.
In particle physics experiments searching for new phenomena the null
hypothesis H0 is usually a statement that only known processes (backgrounds)
are contributing to the experimental result. The “rival” to this hypothesis is
a signal hypothesis H1, which claims that there is an extra process contributing
to observed data.
Neyman-Pearson lemma is applicable in case when H1 and H0 are two
simple hypothesis – they should not involve any extra parameters. For ex-
ample, one can say that H1 states that expected event rate is s + b, while H0
asserts that it is just b. The lemma then states that the best discrimination
power for is achieved using likelihood-ratio test statistics:
Q = −2 ln L(H1)
L(H0)
= −2 ln P(N = n|s + b)
P(N = n|b) (8.18)
The Wilk’s theorem [8] provides a very convenient property of the likelihood
ratio test statistics. The distribution of Q in (8.18) asymptotically (with grow-
ing sample size) approaches the χ2-distribution. This property makes it ex-
tremely easy to construct approximate confidence intervals for the test statis-
tics.
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Two important concerns complicates the simple picture of eq. (8.18). First
of all we would prefer to present the results in term of a signal strength modi-
fier µ which scales the signal cross section. Use of µ is preferable because we
usually not only want to reject the signal hypothesis, but also quote the sensi-
tivity of the experiment to weaker signals to account for possibilities of New
Physics modifications, that might affect the signal expected cross-sections.
The null hypothesis is, therefore, corresponds to µ = 0, while H1 and test
statistics Q in (8.18) become dependent on µ:
Qµ = −2 ln P(N = n|µ · s + b)P(N = n|b) , (8.19)
Second thing to be accounted for is the fact that, the experimental pre-
dictions are usually affected by systematic uncertainties – some details that
we are not quite certain about, so it is necessary to introduce some degree of
randomness, associated with this uncertainties. The standard way of deal-
ing with systematic uncertainties is to introduce a number of the so-called
nuisance parameters θ in addition to parameter µ that we are interested in de-
termining from the experiment. The nuisance parameters describe possible
deviations of the distributions of the expected experimental results due to
systematic errors.
In the experiment we are not interested in determining these parameters
and some procedure should be adopted to remove the nuisance parameters
from consideration. A convenient way of removing nuisance parameter re-
lies on the concept of the profile likelihood function:
L˜(µ) = L(µ, ˆˆθ(µ)), ˆˆθ(µ) = arg max
θ
L(µ, θ). (8.20)
Where ˆˆθ(µ) denotes values of nuisance parameters that maximize the joint
likelihood for given value of θ. For the hypothesis testing instead of (8.18)
the profile likelihood ratio is introduced:
Q˜µ =

−2 ln L(µ, ˆˆθ(µ))
L(0, ˆˆθ(0))
µˆ < 0,
−2 ln L(µ, ˆˆθ(µ))
L(µˆ,θˆ)
0 ≤ µˆ ≤ µ,
0 µˆ > µ,
(8.21)
where numerator is the same profile likelihood as in (8.20), while in the de-
nominator the maximum likelihood estimators for both µ and nuisance pa-
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rameters θ are substituted, with µˆ being constrained to the [0, µ] range in
order to provide only upper bounds on µ.
The choice of the test statistics (8.21) is motivated by the asymptotic for-
mulae, obtained in [9]. It turns out that, similarly to the Wilk’s theorem, the
asymptotic behavior of Q˜µ follows a non-central χ2 distribution:
P(Q˜µ = q˜µ|µ) = 12δ(q˜µ) +

1
2
1√
2pi
1√
q˜µ
e−q˜µ/2 0 < q˜µ ≤ µ
2
σ2
,
σ
2µ
√
2pi
exp
[
− 12
(q˜µ+µ2/σ2)2
4µ2/σ2
]
q˜µ ≤ µ
2
σ2
,
(8.22)
where the variance σ can be easily evaluated using the so-called “Asimov
data set” – Value of the test statistics (8.21) is evaluated for the background-
only “observation” with the observed event count being equal to the ex-
pected background rate and all nuisance parameters θ are set to their nomi-
nal values θ˜. The resulting test statistics for Asimov data set is related to the
variance of the distribution (8.22) simply as:
σ2 =
µ2
qµ,A
. (8.23)
As a consequence, one can obtain the expected limits and estimate the sen-
sitivity of the experiment without performing a CPU-consuming procedure
Monte Carlo generation of pseudo-experiments to estimate the distribution
of the test statistics.
8.6 CLs technique for search results presentation.
We complete this chapter by summarizing the entire procedure for limit con-
struction that is used for results presentation of analyses presented in this
work.
In all these analyses, the distribution in invariant mass of Higgs particle
is examined. Each bin of the distribution is considered as a separate channel.
The likelihood is, therefore, constructed as product of Poisson distributions
for each bin, times the p.d.f for the nuisance parameters:
L(µ, θ) = p(θ˜; θ) ·∏
i=1
Poisson(ni; µ · si(θ) + bi(θ))
= p(θ˜; θ) ·∏
i=1
(µ · si(θ) + bi(θ))ni
ni!
e−µ·si(θ)−bi(θ)
(8.24)
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The nuisance parameters θ are assumed to parametrize the values of the
signal si(θ) and background bi(θ) expected rates. The sources of the uncer-
tainties are expected to be either uncorrelated or 100% correlated.
The parameters θ˜ in (8.24) describe the distribution of the nuisance pa-
rameters, setting the “default” value of θ. Note that probability distribution
p(θ˜; θ) does not consider θ as a random variable – the proper Bayesian ap-
proach would be to consider a systematic error p.d.f s ρ(θ; θ˜). Yet we are,
following [10], re-interpreting such distributions in frequentist language by
means of Bayes’ theorem:
ρ(θ; θ˜) ∼ p(θ˜; θ) · piθ(θ), (8.25)
with piθ(θ) being hyper-priors, that is prior distribution for a parameter of a
prior distribution. The three types of p.d.f s are considered for distributions
of nuisance parameters: normal, log-normal and gamma distributions. It
turns out (see e.g. [10]) that the three distributions are trivially transformed
when the hyper-prior is kept flat – the normal, log-normal and gamma dis-
tributions on θ gets transformed into the same the normal, log-normal and
gamma distributions on θ˜.
The likelihood function (8.24) is then used to construct the profile likeli-
hood ratio test statistics (8.21) and the observed value q˜obsµ of the Q˜µ statistics
is computed based on the observed data. After that we proceed by comput-
ing the CLs upper bound (8.17) for a given µ:
CLs(µ) =
P
(
Q˜µ ≥ q˜obsµ |signal + background
)
P
(
Q˜µ ≥ q˜obsµ |background
) . (8.26)
After that one quotes the value of µ = µ95%CL, called “the 95% Confidence
Level upper-limit on µ”, which is obtained by adjusting µ until CLs = 0.05.
Together with the µ95%CL value the expected limits for the null hypothesis
are presented in from of a ±1σ and ±2σ bands by plotting the values of µ at
which corresponding c.d.f for background-only hypothesis crosses the values
of 2.5%, 16%, 50%, 84%, and 97.5%.
Figure 8.4 shows an example of the exclusion plot for Higgs searches.
This is an actual plot for the H → ZZ → 4` process from the work [11].
The black dots on the plot are showing the values of µ95%CL for various mH
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Figure 8.4: Example of the CLs exclusion plot (from [11]), showing observed
95% CLs limit on the SM Higgs boson signal strength together with 68%
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hypotheses. The green and yellow bands are demonstrating the background-
only band for expected limits. One can see that this analysis reaches the
95% CL exclusion sensitivity (where expected limit crosses µ = 1 line) for
Higgs mass hypothesis in the range mH ∈ [120, 180] and that the SM Higgs
hypothesis is excluded in mass ranges mH ∈ [130, 164] ∪ [170, 180].
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Chapter 9
Search for SUSY Higgs boson
decaying into a pair of b-quarks
In Chapter. 4.2 we have discussed that the design of the LHC machine to-
gether with ATLAS and CMS detectors is targeted at the detection of an elec-
troweak resonance with a clear full-leptonic signature. That was done pri-
marily due to the fact that detection of hadronic signatures (even with in-
creased cross-sections and branching ratios) will be greatly complicated by
huge QCD backgrounds and by strong reduction of experiment resolution
due to jets in the final state.
Some BSM extensions might provide a way out of these complications –
the extra particles and/or interactions can either result in enhanced cross-
sections or with an easily distinguishable event signature.
Analysis in this chapter was performed using 2011 data and targets MSSM
extension of the Standard Model (see Section 3.4). In the MSSM large values
b
b¯
b
b¯
A
q¯
q
b
b¯
b
A
b
b¯
Figure 9.1: Feynman diagrams for the process under investigation.
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of the tan β parameter result in enhanced Yukawa couplings of fermions to
the scalars of the MSSM Higgs sector. If one targets the events where the
scalar is produced in association with a pair of b-quarks and decays into a
bb¯ pair (see Figure 9.1) then he can simultaneously benefits from the tan β
enhancement and from multiple b-tagging signature in the final state.
The particular benchmark point for such search, called “mmaxh scenario”
was suggested in [1, 2]. Motivation for the benchmark scenario and corre-
sponding set of MSSM parameters are briefly reviewed in the Section 3.4.3.
Extra enhancement for the processes on Figure 9.1 is expected in this sce-
nario, since all the three sypersymmetric scalars are nearly degenerate in that
case, so they contribute independently to the total signal cross-section.
The pT and |η| spectra of the four b-quarks in signal events for mA = 120
GeV are presented on Figure 9.2. As one can see, the two leading b-quarks
usually originate from the Higgs decay. They are also concentrated in the
central region |η| < 2.5, where b-tagging algorithms can be effectively used.
The two b-quarks that are not produced by the scalar decay (the associ-
ated b-quarks) have a considerably softer pT spectrum. The fourth leading
b-quark is usually very forward. That makes the corresponding fourth jet
very difficult to reconstruct and even more difficult to b-tag.
All in all – the generic search strategy is to collect a sample with three b-
tagged jets, and consider the invariant mass of the two leading b-tagged jets.
The observed distribution in the reconstructed invariant mass is then tested
against the background hypothesis.
The dominant background for the process is the QCD multijet events.
The most complex feature of the analysis is the data-driven determination of
the QCD background shape – one cannot rely on the Monte Carlo for the
shape and normalization prediction because of prohibitive computational
demands. The QCD multijet background prediction was extracted from data
using two conceptually different approaches: the matrix method and, for
cross-checking and evaluation of systematic uncertainties, the “Hyperball”
method.
9.1 Online data selection
Collection of all the events with at least three jets is hopeless due to enormous
background from multi-jet QCD events. The event rate must be first reduced
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Figure 9.2: The pT and η distributions of the four b-quarks of in the mA = 120
GeV signal events.
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by online selection at trigger level. The online selection strategy, however
must retain a comparably high signal efficiency. A number of combined muon
+ jet + b-tag triggers was employed to acieve these goals.
The data taking strategy throughout year 2011 followed a gradual in-
crease in the instantaneous luminosity (see Section 4.2.2). Corresponding ad-
justments of the HLT triggering strategy was necessary to maintain both ac-
ceptable selection rate and high signal efficiency. As a result, four HLT paths,
tweaked to have acceptable rates, were sequentially used in this analysis.
The path design always contained a reasonably high-pT muon without
isolation requirements. The muon is used to distinguish events with semilep-
tonically decaying b-quarks in the final state. The b → µ branching ratio is
about 10%, which substantially reduces signal efficiency, but that is compen-
sated by overall reduction of non b-quark QCD background.
The triggers require the presence of energetic central jets and apply an
on-line b-tagging based on the THCP algorithm, as described in Chapter. 7.3.
Brief description of the different trigger paths used in the online data selec-
tion follows:
HLT Mu12 CentralJet30 BTagIP:
The trigger requires sequentially pT > 7 GeV muon at L1, pT > 10 GeV
at L2 and pT > 12 GeV at L3 with increasing quality requirements. Si-
multaneously, the presence of ET > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.6 (central) jet is
demanded. BTagIP (see Section 7.3) online b-tagging implementation
was used in this HLT path.
HLT Mu12 DiCentralJet30 BTagIP3D:
Because of the increase of the instantaneous luminosity, the pT > 10
GeV muon at L1 was used. Two central jets with ET > 30 GeV are
required. The online b-tagging is improved by using 3D primary vertex
reconstruction.
HLT Mu12 DiCentralJet20 DiBTagIP3D1stTrack:
Here, the threshold on the two leading central jets was “traded” for an
extra online b-tag. The requirement on the transverse momentum of
the two jets at L2 is reduced to 20 GeV. In order to maintain a low rate,
the requirement on number of b-tagged jets is increased to two.
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Another modification is in the online THCP algorithm. SIP cut is ap-
plied to the first track instead of the second track.
HLT Mu12 eta2p1 DiCentralJet20 DiBTagIP3D1stTrack:
With the increase of the instantaneous luminocity, switching to the L1
bit L1 Mu10 Eta2p1 DoubleJet 16 8 Centralwas done. It requires
at least two central |η| ≤2.1 jets with pT ≥ 16, 8 GeV and a muon
withpT ≥ 10 GeV.
HLT Mu12 eta2p1 DiCentralJet20 DiBTagIP3D1stTrack*:
The path is virtualy the same as the previous one, but with updated set
of online jet energy corrections that increase the performance of the jet
ET efficiency curves.
Table. 9.1 summarizes the different HLT trigger paths and their corre-
sponding L1 trigger seeds used in the analysis for various data taking peri-
ods.
9.2 Offline data selection
The offline data selection serves two purposes – it partially reduces the QCD
background by requiring a number of cuts and using CSV b-tagging algo-
rithm. QCD background cannot be completely removed by the selection cut.
Development of a data-driven method for the QCD background prediction is
necessary – the offline data selection also serves as a first step in preparation
of a sample for such prediction.
9.2.1 Physics objects
Details of the physics objects reconstruction, their indentification and neces-
sary corrections are presented in the Chapter 6.
Muons used in the analysis are Global Muons with tight ID selection
criteria for the 2011 period – see Table 6.2.
Jets are standard PF-reconstructed jets with anti-kt algorithm, ∆R = 0.5.
Loose JetID criteria (see Table 6.1) together with all the Jet Energy Correc-
tions, provided by the corresponding POG were also applied.
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9.2.2 Event selection
The offline pre-selection cuts on the reconstructed objects are:
• at least three jets should be present in the event. For the jets to be b-
tagged it is necessary to consider only those within the tracker accep-
tance – that motivates the pseudorapidity cut of |η| < 2.6.
• transverse energies of the two of these jets should satisfy E1T, E2T > 30
GeV and for the third jet E3T > 20 GeV
• to avoid any ambiguities in b-tagging, the ∆R distance between each
pair of jets is constrained to ∆Rij > 1
• first two jets, ordered in ET, are then required to have CSV b-tag dis-
criminator value of at least CSV1,2 > 0.8
• the global muon with pt > 15 GeV must also be present and should
belong to one of the two leading jets.
9.2.3 Combining HLT paths
In our analysis we use several HLT paths, while we want to analyze the data
altogether regardless of a trigger path. This can be a source of a bias, as it is
demonstrated on Figure 9.3,
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Figure 9.3: Offline sub-leading jet pT (left) and m12 (right) distributions in
events triggered by different HLT paths used in the analysis.
where the distributions in the pT of the second jet and in the invariant
mass of the first and second jets are shown. All the histograms were rescaled
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to have the same integral value; colors on these plots represent different HLT
paths:
Black HLT Mu12 CentralJet30 BtagIP;
Red HLT Mu12 DiCentralJet30 BtagIP3D;
Green HLT Mu12 DiCentralJet20 DiBtagIP3D1stTrack;
Blue HLT Mu12 eta2p1 DiCentralJet20 DiBtagIP3D1stTrack.
As one can see, there is a strong difference between the spectra for these
HLT paths, which is expected since we have different L1 requirements on
the sub-leading jets and different kinematic bounds on both jets and on the
triggering muon.
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Figure 9.4: Offline sub-leading jet pT (left) and m12 (right) distributions in
events triggered by different HLT paths. The coloring is the same as on Fig-
ure 9.3
The same (properly rescaled) distributions after full analysis cuts are pre-
sented on Figure 9.4. The distributions are now almost identical – the dif-
ference between them, given the reduced event count after the cuts, can be
attributed to statistical fluctuations.
Similar comparison was performed for other kinematic parameters (like
ηi, φi, ∆Rij, e.t.c.), yielding the same results. Which allows us to conclude that
the bias, associated with “mixing together” all the HLT paths is eliminated
by our offline cuts. So we can analyze the full statistics at once, regardless of
the trigger path.
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9.3 Data-driven multi-jet background determination
As it was mentioned before, the primary background for the studied process
is coming from multi-jet production from hard QCD scattering processes.
The Monte-Carlo simulation of such processes is not suitable because of lack
of the corresponding NLO/NNLO calculations as well as due to the uncer-
tainties of b-jet production in the events with gluon-splitting.
Two data-driven methods were developed and used to evaluate the multi-
jet background. The first method is the matrix method where signal-poor
data sample (the “control region”) is selected and the shape of the back-
ground (together with its normalization) are extrapolated to the signal re-
gion.
The second method is the so-called “Hyperball” method – a specific vari-
ant of the “nearest neighbor” multivariate method. It introduces the “dis-
tance” between events in parameter space and infers the probability of an
event to have tree b-tags by averaging over the “neighbors” in the training
sample.
9.3.1 Matrix method
The central idea of the matrix method of data-driven background estimation
can be summarized as follows: The 2-b-tagged (bbj) sample is the data sample
with only two first leading jets b-tagged and no tagging requirement for the
third jet. The bbj sample contains very small fraction of the signal events.
Let us denote the distribution of some event variable x in the bbj sample as
F(x; bbj). The distribution of x in the 3-b-tag sample (bbb) can be obtained by
multiplication by the probability of the third jet to be tagged:
F(x; bbb) = F(x; bbj)× P(3rd jet b-tagged). (9.1)
The probability P(3rd jet b-tagged) depends on various properties of the third
jet itself and on the remaining characteristics of the event. We further split
that probability into several flavor-dependent parts:
P(3rd jet b-tagged) = eb fb + ec fc + euds fuds, (9.2)
where eq is the probability of the jet with flavour q to be b-tagged and fq is
the fraction of the q-quarks that will produce the third jet in the sample. The
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Figure 9.5: The likelihood discriminant used for the selection of control re-
gion.
b-tagging efficiencies eq are well-known – their determination as functions
eq(ET3, |η)3|, Nch3) was performed in [3] together with a data-driven cross-
check. Data/MC scale factor of 0.95± 0.04, reported in [3] was also applied
by us.
Flavor fractions fq, on the other hand, are process-specific and their deter-
mination for the current analysis is much more involved. Firstly, using a mul-
tivariate likelihood discriminator control region with low signal-to-background
ratio is defined. The variables used for the discriminator are:
pTi, ∆φij, ∆η12, min(∆ηij), max(∆ηij),
∆R12, ∆φH3, ∆ηH3, min(∆Rij),
αH3, cos θ∗, Njets,
(9.3)
where (i, j = 1, 2, 3) are the pT-ordered jet numbers, H is the combination of
first and second jets, α is the angle between two vectors and θ∗ is the angle
between H flight direction and the direction of the first jet in the H rest frame.
Using these variables, two likelihood discriminators were trained – one
for the Higgs hypothesis in the low mass region: mH = 120, 130, 140, and an-
other one for the high-mass region: mH = 250, 300, 350. The distributions for
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Figure 9.6: Example of the flavor fractions extraction for one bin of the
f1 (ET3, |η3|) function.
signal and various backgrounds for the low-mass discriminator are shown
on Figure 9.5.
It must be stressed that this discriminator was not used for selection of
neither signal nor background – its sole purpose was to determine the region
of phase space where multijet background dominates the signal contribution.
Such a control region is constructed for data-driven determination of flavor
fractions fq in (9.2).
One proceeds by parametrising the flavor fractions fq using two factors.
The first factor depends on ET3 and |η3| (as eq does) the second factor incor-
porates information about event topology through ∆R12 and ∆RH3 distances:
fq = f1 (ET3, |η3|)× f2 (∆R12,∆RH3) . (9.4)
The normalization information is assumed to be contained only in f1. The f2
factor is used for shape adjustment and normalization to unity.
For each bin in ET3 ⊗ |η3| and in ∆R12 ⊗ ∆RH3 planes we performed the
template fit of two b-flavor discriminating variables: JetBProbability
(see Chap. 7.2) and TagMass – the invariant mass, associated with the re-
constructed secondary vertex (if vertex is not reconstructed, then only JBP is
used). The fitted templates are obtained from QCD Monte-Carlo simulation
for individual quark flavors. Figure 9.6 shows an example of the fq extraction
for one bin of the f1 (ET3, |η3|) distribution.
Flavor fractions fq and b-tagging efficiencies eq can then be used in (9.1)
and (9.2) to obtain the distribution of any variable of interest for the bbb sam-
ple. Figure 9.7 shows the distribution in invariant mass of the two leading
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jets m12 for bbb events, both predicted (blue curve) and actual ones (red dots).
Top row shows MC distributions for control and signal regions, while bottom
row demonstrates these for data.
The predicted background distributions was normalized to data – the
normalization factor is also shown on Fig. 9.7 denoted as “Seen/Pred”. As
one can see, normalization and shape agree well with the Monte Carlo. For
the data, shape is also well-reproduced, while normalization is noticeably
(about 10%) overestimated. The bias most probably arises from biases in the
template fitting procedure.
Similar distributions are produced for a number of other variables: ET
and |η| of the jets and value of the likelihood discriminator. The predicted
background was also compared for different HLT paths. For all the distribu-
tions the shape was very well reproduced, while the normalization required
roughly the same scaling factor for each distribution both for control and sig-
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nal regions.
The above observations allow us to conclude that it is possible to extract
the normalization from the control region and use it for prediction of the
background in the signal region.
9.3.2 Hyperball method
The alternative data-driven technique for background estimation uses the so-
called “Hyperball” [4] algorithm – the specific variant of a general “nearest
neighbor” class of multivariate algorithms. The basic idea behind the algo-
rithm is the estimation of a certain function on the space of event parameters
by averaging over several “nearest” events in the parameter space. These
neighbor events are determined by introducing a “distance” measure for a
pair of events evaluated on their parameters.
Previously, Hyperball was used in high-energy physics in [5] for improve-
ment of di-b-jet resolution. The function of interest was the invariant mass
bias and it was estimated from Monte Carlo events by means of the Hyperball
method. Correcting for the bias significantly improved the mass resolution.
In this analysis the estimated function is the probability of an event to
have three b-tags. The training sample consists of the data sample containing
at least three jets, passing kinematic cuts from Section 9.2. The “bjj sample”
is then constructed by requiring only the first jet to be b-tagged with CSV
algorithm and by applying the “control region” selection by cutting the like-
lihood discriminant LD < 0.4 as it is described in the previous section.
The distribution of any variable for the events with 3 b-tagged jets (bbb
events) is obtained by reweighting the distribution of that variable in bjj sam-
ple. Weights are calculated by picking NH events in the training sample that
are closest to the test event in the multidimensional parameter space. Weight
is then equals to the weighted fraction of bbb events among the chosen NH:
weight =
∑
bbb∈NH
D−2bbb
∑
bjj∈NH
D−2bjj
. (9.5)
The “closeness” measure D mentioned above is defined on the set of vari-
ables describing an event. The distance between one event xi (the test event)
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and another event yi (the training event) is then defined as a weighted eu-
clidean distance D:
D2 = w2i (xi − yi)2. (9.6)
The weights w2i are themselves functions of xi – for a given test event they
represent how sensitive is the fraction of the bbb events to changes in i-th
variable at that point in parameter space.
In practice, the weights are computed as numerical derivatives of depen-
dence of the probability on each of the variables. Each variable range was
split into a number of non-uniform bins. The fraction of the bbb events is
interpolated between bins and the derivative of that dependece is used as wi
in (9.6).
When the test event lies close to its threshold (like pT or |η| cutoff) the
hyperellipsoid of “closest” events is not centered with respect to test event.
This introduces a bias in the bbb-probability estimation. The bias was re-
moved, using linear interpolation over the events that are close to the same
threshold in the “problematic” variable.
The algorithm was trained with 400000 events using the 12 variables listed
below:
ET1 ET2 ET3 pT1 + pT2
η1 η2 η3 pT2 + pT3
∆φ12 ∆R12 M12 pT1 + pT2 + pT3
(9.7)
The choice of the number NH of the “neighboring” events used in the averag-
ing (9.5) is delicate problem. On one hand it is constrained by the size of the
sample and by the number of dimensions of the sample – too large NT will
average over huge subspace of events. On the other hand, too small NT will
introduce a statistical uncertainty in the bbb-probability estimate. The bal-
ance between the two requirements is achieved at values of about NH ∼ 100.
Figure 9.8 shows the comparison between predicted and actual bbb dis-
tributions for QCD Monte Carlo samples for low-mass and high-mass re-
gions. As on Fig. 9.7 the prediction is shown as the blue histogram, while the
red dots show the actual bbb distribution. Again, one can see that the shape
agrees very well both for control and signal regions.
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Figure 9.8: Actual and predicted invariant mass distribution by the “hyper-
ball” method. For low (top row) and high-mass (bottom row) ranges of QCD
simulated events.
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9.4 Systematic uncertainties
In the discussion above we’ve seen that there is a number of systematic effects
– certain biases associated to imperfections of simulations, selection efficien-
cies, energy and momentum resolutions, e.t.c. Such effects can be estimated
and corrected for, but these corrections will have some uncertainty, associ-
ated to such corrections [6].
Sytematic error or systematic uncertainty is the uncertainty both in such cor-
rections and in other parameters that our analysis depends on. The effect of
the systematic uncertainties must be evaluated for a given analysis and ac-
counted for in the results presentaiton using nuisance parameters (see Sec-
tion 8.5).
In the following, the evaluation of the Parton Distribution Function (PDF)
systematic uncertainty will be discussed in detail as an example. Then more
brief overview of the effects of various systematic uncertainties of this analy-
sis will be presented.
9.4.1 Example of evaluation of PDF systematic uncertainty.
Parton Distribution Functions describe momentum distribution of strongly
interacting particles – quarks and gluons – inside the proton. By convention
they re defined as functions of the momentum transfer Q2 and the Bjorken
variable x:
σ =∑
f ,g
∫
dx1dx2 Ff (x1, Q2|, S)Fg(x2, Q2|S) σf ,g(x1, x2, Q2), (9.8)
where f and g are flavors (we will not mention them further) and S – is the
set of N parameters for the PDF.
PDF parameters Si are chosen in such a way as to correspond to eigen-
vectors of covariance matrix. Each parameter in the set is then varied up
and down within tolerance, obtaining 2N “shifted” parameter sets S±i (i =
1 . . . N).
The “brute-force” method of estimating PDF uncertainties would be just
to repeat the MC for each parameter set S±i , obtaining shifted values for in-
teresting observables. Given the typical value of N ' 20, it would take a lot
of effort to do.
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PDF weights
Since PDFs are just multiplicative factors, one can take a more efficient ap-
proach; namely, for each event a number of “PDF weights” W is calculated:
W±i =
F(x1, Q2|S±i )F(x2, Q2|S±i )
F(x1, Q2|S)F(x2, Q2|S)
The observables are then weighted event-by-event with these W±i . It is im-
portant to note that weights can be calculated after the “main” MC, based
only on kinematic parameters x1,2, Q2 and original PDF values F(x1,2, Q2) (all
the necessary data is usually stored in the CMSSW GenEventInfoProduct
collection).
PDF sources
There are number of different PDF sources. We used the ones that are sug-
gested in PDF4LHC recommendations [7, 8] for estimation of the PDF uncer-
tainties. For NLO these are CTEQ66 [9], MSTW2008nlo [10] and NNPDF20
[11]. For NNLO it is just MSTW2008nnlo.
Uncertainty on rate
The basic observable that is interesting for us is the amount of events, passing
the analysis cuts. The weighted version of this observable is obtained triv-
ially by summing weights for each events (instead of just counting events).
The results for MH = 120 GeV:
MH = 120 GeV, 1093650 events
PDF source Central rate [events],[%] Uncertainty in rate [+%/-%]
The Original PDF 2891, 100.0%
CTEQ66 2942, 101.7% +2.548 / -2.714
MSTW2008nlo 3078, 106.5% +2.411 / -2.861
NNPDF20 3236, 111.6% +2.815 / -2.773
MSTW2008nnlo 3085, 106.7% +2.261 / -2.489
And for MH = 250 GeV:
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MH = 250 GeV, 550000 events
PDF source Central rate [events],[%] Uncertainty in rate [+%/-%]
The Original PDF 5506, 100.0%
CTEQ66 5106, 92.7% +4.702 / -4.390
MSTW2008nlo 5317, 96.6% +3.217 / -4.036
NNPDF20 5537, 100.6% +4.337 / -3.974
MSTW2008nnlo 5311, 96.5% +3.325 / -3.412
A little explanation on what is a “central rate”: the PDFs that are used in
the MC generation are not necessarily the same as the PDFs in the estimation
of systematics. So the relative change of the new PDF is calculated, based on
known x1,2 and Q2.
Wcentral =
Fnew(x1, Q2|Snew)Fnew(x2, Q2|Snew)
Foriginal(x1, Q
2|Soriginal)Foriginal(x2, Q2|Soriginal)
Where Snew/original – are both unshifted (“the best”) parameters for a given
PDF.
Interpretation of high deviations in central rate
In our MC, the CTEQ6L1 [9] (which is LO fit with LO alphas) was used, while
we set actual cross-section according to FeynHiggs [12] calculations, which
are NLO. Therefore are just taking the uncertainties with respect to CTEQ66.
Namely:
M = 120 : +2.548 −2.714
M = 250 : +4.702 −4.390
9.4.2 Systematic uncertainties overview
Systematic uncertainties for this analysis can be separated in two categories:
first category is the “standard” set of systematics affecting the signal yield.
Second category are uncertainties related to the background determination
procedure.
The main source of systematics of the event yield comes from uncertain-
ties related to jets reconstruction and b-tagging. The second source is the
trigger turn-on efficiency, given the rather low thresholds used in the event
selection. Other sources include uncertainties on integrated luminosity, PDF
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modeling, and lepton-identification. The following uncertainties for the sig-
nal event yield have been considered:
• Trigger systematics: the trigger turn-on applied on the signal have
been derived from data, along with its uncertainties which is mostly
coming from the limited statistics of the pre-scaled trigger used as ref-
erence sample. We estimate this uncertainties ≈ 3− 5%;
• b-tagging efficiency: this contribution has been studied in detail in a
dedicated work [13], using a b-enriched sample from top decay. The
scale factor between MC and Data has been included in the efficiency
estimated from the MC, and its error is used as a systematics: ≈ 4% per
jet, so ≈ 12% for three jets.
• Jet Energy Scale: the uncertainty in the Jet Energy Correction (JEC)
was estimated by the standard procedure of scaling up and down of
the energy of all the jets in each event. Relative change in the amount
of the events passing our off-line cuts was +2.5−3.1%
• Jet Energy Resolution: to estimate the uncertainty from the Jet En-
ergy Resolution (JER), the momenta of each generated jet were ran-
domly changed according to a corresponding probability distribution
for given pT and η of the jet. The procedure was repeated several times,
resulting in different event yields. For the estimate of the JER associated
uncertainty we use the standard deviation of the sample: ±1.9%
• Muon momentum scale and resolution: small≈ 0.2% and≈ 0.6% [14];
• PDF uncertainties: estimated by reweighting signal MC by the uncer-
tainties of the eigenvectors of covariant matrix of the original PDF. For
MH = 120 GeV: +2.5−2.7%; for MH = 250 GeV:
+4.7
−4.4;
• Integrated luminosity: 2.2% [15]
Systematic uncertainties related to the background determination procedure
arise both from the shape determination and from extraction of absolute nor-
malization.
The background shape is extracted from data using two practically inde-
pendent methods – one is the matrix method, that uses b-tagging efficiencies
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Figure 9.9: Background shape prediction by the b-tagging matrix and “Hy-
perball” methods.
derived from Monte Carlo and flavour fractions obtained from the template
fits to the b-tagging sensitive variables. The hyperball method extract the
multidimentional parametrization of probability to find a b-tagged jet in the
control sample using a variant of nearest-neighbour algorithm. The shape
uncertainty is extracted from comparison of these two background predic-
tion methods – the uncertainty is included in the fitted shape on a bin-by-bin
basis.
The normalization uncertainty in turn has two sources: extraction of the
normalization factor from control sample and extrapolation of this factor to
the signal region. The first uncertainty is shown on Figure 9.7 as the uncer-
tainty in Seen/Pred fraction, which was used as the normalization factor. A
systematic error of about (0.8÷ 0.7%) was associated to that source.
The uncertainty, associated to the extrapolation from control to signal re-
gion, is obtained by looking at the QCD Monte Carlo simulation in both re-
gions. The ratio of Seen/Pred ratios:
Seensignal region/Predsignal region
Seencontrol region/Predcontrol region
, (9.9)
is equal to 1.01± 0.042 for the low mass and 1.02± 0.05 for high mass region.
The bias is accounted for in the limit calculation and the uncertainty is taken
as a systematic error of the extrapolation.
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9.5 Results and interpretation
In this analysis, the decay products of the H → bb¯ MSSM Higgs boson decay
are assumed to give two leading jets of the event. The two jets, therefore,
allow us to obtain the kinematics of the decaying Higgs particle. The re-
constructed invariant mass of the Higgs candidate is expected to be peaked
around the true mass of the resonance, distinguishing it from the broader
background contribution.
In order to extract the possible contribution of a MSSM Higgs boson de-
cay in our selected data, we perform a binned likelihood fit (8.24) to the in-
variant mass distribution of the leading two jets in the events. Events in the
fitted data should have at least three b-tagged jets and must satisfy not only
the event selection criteria discussed in the Section 9.2, but also should lie
in the signal region according to the likelihood discriminants, defined in the
Section 9.3.1. Since there are two discriminants for low-mass and high-mass
regions, two different data samples was used in the likelihood fits for corre-
sponding MSSM Higgs mass hypothesis.
The two control regions of the data was used for background prediction
– the prediction actually used in the fit is produced by the matrix method
as described in Section 9.3.1. The prediction of the Hyperball method, de-
scribed in the Section 9.3.2 was used to estimate the systematic uncertainties,
as discussed in the previous section.
Shapes of the signal and predicted background are shown on the Fig-
ure. 9.10 for the low-mass region and on Figure. 9.11 for the high-mass region.
Signal shapes are shown for different MSSM Higgs mA mass hypothesis for
mhmax benchmark scenario with tan β = 30.
9.6 Conclusions
Figure 9.12 on the left shows the derived CLs limits on the cross-section of
the production of neutral supersymmetric Higgs particles in association with
two b-quarks, times branching ratio of their decays into another pair of b-
quarks. The data were collected during 2011 by the CMS experiment at the
LHC, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 4.8 f b−1, with the use
of a semileptonic trigger.
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Figure 9.10: Predicted background in the signal region, for low mass range
(MA < 200 GeV); the expected signal for different MA and for tan β = 30 is
also plotted. Linear scale on the left, logarithmic on the right.
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Figure 9.11: Predicted background in the signal region, for high mass range
(MA > 200 GeV); the expected signal for different MA and for tan β = 30 is
also plotted. Linear scale on the left, logarithmic on the right.
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Figure 9.12: CLs upper limit on the signal cross-section (left) and on corre-
sponding tan β value (right).
The data shows no significant excess with respect to the expected SM mul-
tijet QCD background, predicted by means of two independent data driven
methods. Since the σ · Br scales with the MSSM tan β parameter, the limit can
be interpreted as an experimental bound on tan β parameter (shown on the
right) in the mmaxh scenario.
The results of the study was published as the CMS Physics Analysis Note
[16]. The combination with the all-hadronic final state search [HIG12026] of
similar channel was performed and published in [17]. The combined semilep-
tonic + all-hadronic exclusion in mA ⊗ tan β plane is shown on Figure 9.13
together with previous exclusions from LEP [18] and Tevation [19] searches.
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Chapter 10
Search for SM-like Higgs boson
in H → ZZ → 2`2q channel
Standard Model Higgs boson decaying into a pair of Z bosons is one of the
most promising discovery channels at the LHC. A suitable Higgs boson can-
didate was already discovered with a mass around 126 GeV [1, 2]. The results
of this chapter is to be understood in a context of further searches of heavier
Higgs-like resonances. Details on the BSM interpretations of the searches will
be discussed in the next chapter. Here we will refer to the heavier Higgs-like
particle simply as “the Higgs boson”.
Depending on the types of subsequent decays of the Z bosons, there are
several major classes of studied H → ZZ channels at the CMS (here ` means
either e or µ):
H → ZZ → 4`
H → ZZ → 2`2`′
H → ZZ → 2`2τ
H → ZZ → 2`2ν
H → ZZ → 2`2q
Relative sensitivities of these searches strongly depend on the Higgs mass
mH. Generally there are two major regions in the mH: the so-called “high
mass” region with mH > 2mZ and the “low mass region” with mH < 2mZ.
In this chapter, the search for SM Higgs boson in H → ZZ → 2`2q channel
will be discussed. At higher values of mH, the channel benefits from larger
Z → qq¯ branching ratio, but suffers from reduced jet resolution as the Higgs
137
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mass gets lower. In the low mass region one of the Z bosons is off-shell and
the search is completely unable do resolve the virtual Z∗.
The search targets at the reconstruction of all four objects, obtaining the
full kinematic information about the Higgs decay. As with the analysis in
the previous chapter, the main observable of this analysis is the invariant
mass of the reconstructed scalar particle. The strategy is to collect all the
decay products (two leptons and two jets) and reproduce the kinematics of
the decaying Higgs boson. The invariant mass M``jj of the `+`−qq¯ system is
then tested for consistency with Higgs boson signal hypothesis as described
in the Section 8.6.
The dominant background processes for this channel are: Z + jets pro-
duction from Drell-Yan process, top-quark pair production (tt¯) and diboson
production (ZZ, WZ and WW events). The M``jj distribution of all the back-
grounds is non-resonant, which is useful for signal event isolation. As in
the previous chapter the background predictions are, to various degrees, ex-
tracted from data: Z + jets simulated background shape is reweighed event-
by-event to better fit the data, the tt¯ distribution is obtained directly from
data using the e±µ∓ events.
10.1 Data and simulated samples
Most of the analysis presented in this chapter is preformed with a sample of
proton-proton collisions at the center-of-mass energy
√
s = 8 TeV and cor-
responding to an integrated luminosity of 19.6 fb−1 recorded by the CMS at
the LHC during the year 2012. Only data that pass the strict quality require-
ments imposed by the CMS central certification team are used in the analysis
(more technically, the latest available reprocessings and official JSON files are
utilized for each data taking period).
Three primary datasets were used in the analysis: DoubleMu, Double-
Electron and MuEG – the last one contains e±µ∓ events for tt¯ background
determination. The events are collected using a number of un-prescaled
and prescaled triggers, like HLT Mu17 Mu8 for DoubleMu and HLT Ele17 -
CaloIdT TrkIdVL CaloIsoVL TrkIsoVL Ele8 CaloIdT TrkIdVL CaloIsoVL -
TrkIsoVL for DoubleElectron. The event selection requirements of the anal-
ysis are tighter than those of the trigger.
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Signal events are generated using POWHEG [3–5]. In signal and background
Monte Carlo samples the simulated detector response was produced using
the CMS detector model implemented with GEANT4 [6] toolkit. Same re-
construction algorithms was applied both for simulations and for data. The
reconstruction is handled by the official CMS software CMSSW, release 5 3 X.
The Z + jets background samples was generated using MADGRAPH V5
[7], imposing a high mass of dilepton pair (m`` > 50 GeV). Although tt¯
background is extracted from data, two simulated samples using PYTHIA
6.4.22 [8] and POWHEG [3–5] were produced to cross check the data-driven
approach.
Leptonic triggers was used in the data collection, but the trigger require-
ments was not emulated exactly in the simulations. The simulated events are
reweighted according to the event probability to pass the trigger cuts. Cor-
responding trigger efficiency and MC scale factor tables (as a function of the
lepton η and E) for leptons are obtained using the tag-and-probe technique
(see Section 6.5.3).
10.2 Physics objects and event reconstruction
10.2.1 Lepton reconstruction
Muons used in the analysis are GlobalMuons satisfying tight working point
muon ID criteria (see Table 6.2),. Muons are required to be isolated, using the
standard tight isolation criteria (6.11). The PileUp corrected isolation (6.10)
was used as recommended by the muon POG.
Kinematically, muons should be in the tracker acceptance region |η| <
2.4 and satisfy extra transverse momenta constraints: pT > 40 GeV for the
leading lepton and pT > 20 GeV for the subleading one.
Electrons are the GSF-reconstructed electrons (see Section 6.5.2). Cut-
based electron ID was used in this analysis with loose working point criteria
(see Table. 6.3) – in our case this constraint already has very good selection
efficiency and background rejection, so going to tighter electron ID was un-
necessary. Further increase in the reconstruction quality is achieved by re-
quiring the ECAL supercluster to lie withing ECAL acceptance |η| < 2.5,
while excluding the barrel-endcap transition region |η| /∈ [1.4442, 1.566].
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Figure 10.1: Jet β distributions for
signal and background events.
Figure 10.2: Jet Probability tagger
distribution.
Similarly to muons, electrons should be isolated (6.12), and have trans-
verse momenta pT > 40, 20 GeV for leading and subleading electron corre-
spondingly.
10.2.2 Jets and b-tagging
Jets used in the analysis are standard Particle Flow jets, reconstructed by anti-
kt algorithm with ∆R = 0.5. All the Jet Energy Corrections are applied (see
Section 6.4.3) both for data and simulation. In order to achieve highest pos-
sible reconstruction efficiency, jets are required to have pT > 30 GeV and lie
within tracker acceptance |η| < 2.4. As it was discussed in Section 6.4.2, in
this region there are two variables β and β∗, (6.3) that are most discriminating
against PileUp jets.
It turns out that very good rejection of PileUp jets can be already accom-
plished by imposing a simple constraint on β variable as demonstrated on
Figure 10.1. PileUp jets are removed using a simple β > 0.2 cut. Such ap-
proach, approved by the b-tagging POG, is efficient enough for our purposes
and has an advantage of being quite simple as compared to more involved
MVA-based PileUp-jet rejection approaches.
The hadronic branchings of the Z boson is almost equally distributed
among the u, d, s, c, b quarks, while the most important Z + jets background
contains leptonically decaying Z and two associated jets with high transverse
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momenta. Production of such jets is expected to be dominated by valence
partons of the proton: gluons and u and d quarks. As a result, b-tagging can
help us increase the analysis sensitivity in the case of the H → ZZ → 2`2q
analysis by substantially reducing the Z + jets background.
The b-tagging algorithm (see Chapter 7) used in this analysis is the Jet
Probability (JP) tagger (7.1). The reason for this choice (disfavoring more
sophisticated algorithms like CSV) lies in the fact that for smaller values of
mH jets are mostly forward. In such “semi-forward region” CSV has certain
issues: the c-jets fake rates are unacceptably large – that would considerably
reduce the analysis sensitivity, especially affecting the 1 b-tag category.
The b-tagging POG provides three working points for JP tagger: loose
(JPL : JP < 0.275), medium (JPM : JP < 0.545) and high (JPH : JP < 0.79).
Events are classified in three mutually exclusive categories according to the
number of b-tagged jets:
• 2 b-tag category requires at least two b-tagged jets – one satisfying JPM
working point and at least one another passing JPL constraint.
• 1 b-tag category contains jets with exactly one b-tagged jets with JPL
• 0 b-tag category containing the rest of the events.
Figure 10.2 shows the distribution for JP discriminant after all other se-
lection cuts both for data and simulation. The simulation distribution was
rescaled using the Moriond13 prescription for scaling the b-tagging efficien-
cies: 〈e f 〉 = 〈eMCf 〉 · 〈SFf 〉 for flavours f = b, c, light. The efficiencies and
mistag rates are further improved by accounting for pT and |η| dependence
by taking mistag rates e2011f (pT, |η|) provided by the b-tag POG for 2011 data
and rescaling them to match 2012 averaged efficiencies.
10.2.3 Missing Transverse Energy
An important background for the 2 b-tag category arises from the tt¯ pro-
duction with subsequent t → bW → b`ν` decays. The background could,
however, be distinguished by a visible Missing Transverse Energy (see Sec-
tion 6.4.4), carried out by the neutrinos from the W decays. Signal events
do not have any physical MET, therefore requiring selection of events with
vanishing MET should reduce the tt¯ background.
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Figure 10.3: Distribution of the λMET in the selected event. The simulation is
scaled by a factor of 1.15 to match the data.
We are interested in events that do not have any physical MET, while the
observed MET will always be non-zero due to resolution effects. Precise sim-
ulation of such effects is very difficult, especially in the presence of PileUp.
The MET significance variable λMET (see eq. (6.9)) is designed to account for
the resolution effects, measuring the likelihood to have /EtrueT = 0 given the
observation. It also have another advantage of being much less sensitive to
PileUp contamination, since the PileUp contributions turn out to cancel in
the likelihood ratio (6.9).
In order to reduce the tt¯ background the λMET < 10 cut was imposed for
all b-tagging categories. Figure 10.2.3 shows the distribution in λMET both
in data and in the simulation. The shape of the distribution in data is well
reproduced by the simulation, but an extra global scaling factor of∼ 1.15 was
necessary due to possible imperfections in modeling of the jet resolution. The
effect of this rescaling on the signal efficiency of the λMET < 10 cut is about
0.5%. This variation is included in systematic uncertainties of the analysis.
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Figure 10.4: Five angular variables describing the H → ZZ → 2`2q decay
topology.
10.2.4 Reconstruction of Z and Higgs candidates
All the reconstructed leptons and jets are combined in Z-candidates. Leptonic
Z-candidates are constructed by picking opposite-charged lepton pairs that
satisfy m`+`− ∈ [76, 106] GeV. Hadronic Z → qq¯ candidates are constructed
from all jet pairs passing mjj ∈ [60, 130] GeV. The mjj range is then divided
into a signal region, covering mjj ∈ [71, 111] GeV and the sideband region
made of the rest of the events.
Finally, Higgs candidates are assembled from pairs of leptonic and hadronic
Z candidates. Sideband Z → qq¯ candidates are used only if there are no
hadronic Z candidates in the signal region. In some cases (about 3% af all the
events) several Higgs candidates can be built in a single event. The candidate
in a highest b-tag category is then selected. If there are several candidates in
that category – then the candidate with minimal value of |m`` −mZ|+ |mjj −
mZ| is chosen.
10.2.5 Angular Likelihood Discriminant
The kinematics of the H → ZZ → `+`−qq¯ decay chain exhibits some angular
correlations that could be used to increase the discriminating power of the
analysis. For example the ∆R distance between the products of Z → qq¯ and
Z → `+`− decays should decrease for increasing values of mH, since the
transverse momenta of the bosons increase for heavy Higgs boson, resulting
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in boosted kinematics of Z decays. Moreover, there are spin correlations in
H → ZZ and subsequent Z decays that are transformed in the extra angular
correlations.
Jets of the Z+ jets background do not have any such correlations and this
fact can be used to further reduce the Drell-Yan background. It was shown
in [9], that there are five angles, that fully describe the H → ZZ → `+`−qq¯
decay kinematics. These angles are shown on Figure 10.4, all of them are
considered in the rest frame of the decaying Higgs boson:
θ∗ angle is the angle between the proton collision axis and the H → ZZ
decay axis.
θ1 and θ2 angles are the angles between the H → ZZ decay axis and the
axes of the Z → `+`− and Z → qq¯ decays correspondingly.
Φ1 angle is the angle between H → ZZ decay plane and the plane of the
Z → `+`− decay.
Φ angle is the angle between the two Z → `+`− and Z → qq¯ planes.
The angular variables (θ∗, θ1, θ2,Φ1,Φ) are orthogonal to the invariant masses
and transverse momenta of the intermediate resonances and independent on
the production mechanism. That property allows us to perform an extra se-
lection based on the event topology in the Higgs boson rest frame, while
keeping the distributions in mjj, m`` and mjj`` unaffected.
There is no single angular variable with dominating discriminating power
– so, to fully exploit information about angular correlations, the likelihood
discriminant was constructed using all the five variables presented above.
LD(θ∗, θ1, θ2,Φ1,Φ; mjj``) =
P(signal)
P(background) + P(signal)
(10.1)
The P(signal) distribution is parametrized as a product of an ideal theoret-
ical probability function P(ideal), derived in [9] and acceptance functions
G(x; mjj``) for individual variables:
P(signal) = P(ideal) ∏
θ∗,θ1,θ2,Φ1,Φ
Gx(x; mjj``) (10.2)
P(background) is obtained from the simulation as a product of five one-dimen-
sional distributions (thus neglecting correlations. The P(background) param-
eterization also depends on mjj``.
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All selected events are required to have a value of the likelihood discrimi-
nant larger than LD > 0.5, which reduces the Z+ jets background by a factor
of two, while retaining a signal efficiency of at least 80% for all mH.
It is important to stress that the LD selection relies on the spin and parity
properties of the produced resonance. The angular selection is optimized to
observe the CP-even spin-0 SM-like Higgs boson.
10.3 Signal model
For higher SM Higgs masses, the width of the resonance becomes very large
compared to the mass. Quality of the so-called Zero Width Approximation
degrades as ∼ O(ΓH/MH) and becomes unsatisfactory, requiring better de-
scription of the Higgs lineshape (distribution in invariant mass). Better de-
scription of the lineshape, known as Complex Pole Scheme (CPS) was proposed
in [10]. The CPS total cross-section was computed by the Higgs Cross-Section
Working group [11]. The POWHEG simulated signal samples are reweighted so
that signal shape matches the CPS shape.
Another issue is the interference between gg → H → ZZ signal and
gg→ ZZ non-resonant background (like t-box diagrams). Interference starts
to contribute significantly to the Higgs lineshape at higher mH, as discussed
in [12]. Unitarity requires the interference to be destructive at higher values
of the mZZ above the mass peak. Below the mass peak the interference is
constructive, so the correction to a total cross-section due to interference is
quite small – it is of order of 1÷ 2%. But it visibly affects the Higgs lineshape,
which is especially important for studies, that are sensitive to the invariant
mass distribution.
The situation is complicated by the fact, that the results of the interfer-
ence calculations are available only at the leading order (LO). A certain pro-
cedure was developed [12] for combination of the LO interference result with
the Higgs production cross-section obtained at NNLO and for estimation of
the associated uncertainty. The details of this procedure, extended to handle
BSM Higgs scenario will be presented further in Chapter 11.
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Figure 10.5: Distributions of the angular variables and the likelihood dis-
criminant after the final selection. Data and MC are shown. Background
distributions are normalized from data using sidebands.
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10.4 Background determination
After the full event selection, there are three processes, that can be consid-
ered as a significant background sources: double boson production (ZZ and
WZ mainly), Z + jets and production tt¯. For the diboson production we rely
on the MC simulation, while the two other backgrounds are either normal-
ized to data in sidebands (Z + jets) or extracted directly from data using the
sidebands (tt¯ production).
Z + jets Monte Carlo samples are produced with Madgraph [13]. Four
samples of Z + n jets events for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 was produced. We’ve observed
some differences between data and simulations, but the mis-modeling of the
pT spectrum of the ``jj system is the same in the signal region and in the
sidebands. Using data and Monte Carlo pT distributions in the sidebands,
we reweighted the simulated Z + jets distribution in the signal region. The
contamination of tt¯ and diboson events was first subtracted from sideband
data sample.
Determination of the tt¯ background relies on the fact that the top-quark
leptonic decays are almost completely lepton flavour symmetric, so there is
no preference between e±µ∓ and µ+µ− + e+e− events in the tt¯ processes.
Notice that this argument extends to other small backgrounds (like WW +
jets, Z → τ+τ− + jets, single top, fakes) that do not distinguish between
lepton flavors.
Studies of tt¯→ 2`2ν+X Monte Carlo samples show that the lepton flavor
symmetry works very well for the shape. Normalization of the distribution
agrees within Monte Carlo statistical errors.
10.5 Systematics
Systematic uncertainties for this analysis can again be subdivided in the un-
certainties on signal yield and uncertainties of the data-driven background
determination.
• Jet Energy Scale and Resolution: the uncertainty of the jet reconstruc-
tion mainly comes from the Jet Energy Scale factors. The JES variation
in ±1σ range changes the signal yeld differently for different mass hy-
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PDF
mH CTEQ66 MSTW2008NLO NNPDF2.1 Total
200 +0.6%/-0.7% -0.2%/-0.5% +0.8%/+0.2% +0.8%/-0.7%
400 +0.8%/-1.0% +0.6%/+0.2% +1.4%/+0.75% +1.4%/-0.8%
600 +0.8%/-1.1% +0.8%/+0.4% +1.5%/+0.9% +1.5%/-1.1%
800 +1.5%/-2.0% +1.5%/+0.7% +2.7%/+1.4% +2.7%/-2.0%
1000 +2.6%/-3.2% +2.5%/+1.2% +4.3%/-2.4% +4.3%/-3.2%
Table 10.1: Systematic effects due to PDF uncertainties.
pothesis:
mH +1σ −1σ
250 4.3% −4.2%
300 1.3% −1.3%
400 1.2% −1.2%
600 −0.8% 0.9%
• PileUp reweighting: as it was discussed in the Chapter 6.2, it is a
standard practice to reweight the simulated samples to that the num-
ber of interactions per bunch crossing matches the distribution in data.
The systematic error, arising from such reweighting was estimated by
changing the number of true interactions following the recommenda-
tions in [14]. The consequent change in the signal efficiency is less than
1% for 0 and 1 b-tag categories and about 2% for 2 b-tag category.
• B-tagging efficiency: The scale factors between data and Monte Carlo,
mentioned in Section 10.2.2, are correcting for mismatch in tagging ef-
ficiencies and fake rates in data and simulation. The associated system-
atic effect was estimated by varying the efficiencies in their correspond-
ing uncertainty ranges.
• MET uncertainty: the λMET scaling factor due to mis-modeling dis-
cussed in Section 10.2.3 affects the signal efficiency by about 0.5%. Rest
of the possible uncertainty comes from other sources, like jet recon-
struction and PileUp.
• Lepton trigger, ID and isolation: computed using tag-and-probe tech-
nique. The total uncertainty for muons is 2.7% and 2% for electrons.
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• Lepton scale corrections: very small, below 1%
• Integrated luminosity: 4.4% [15]
• PDF uncertainties: estimated by following PDF4LHC [16] recommended
procedure. The uncertainties do depend on the Higgs mass hypothesis
as shown on the Table 10.1.
• Lineshape uncertainty: the systematic effect due to lineshape approxi-
mation discussed in the Section 10.3 was estimated by varying the line-
shape prediction with corresponding K-factor reweighting. The effect
is negligible below mH = 400 GeV and rises to 3% at 600 GeV.
10.5.1 Background determination systematics.
Many of the systematic uncertainties above are propagating to the uncer-
tainty on background determination, affecting the shape and normalization
of the background M``jj distribution.
Lepton trigger/reconstruction and jet energy scale uncertainties contribute
2% and 5.5% to normalization uncertainty. The b-tagging efficiency scale fac-
tor uncertainties has an effect on the normalization of 0.4%, 0.8% and 4.5%
for the 0-, 1- and 2-btag categories respectively. The uncertainty on the b-
tagging mistag rates introduces an uncertainty in the normalization of 1.9%,
7.8% and 6.2% for the 0-, 1- and 2-btag categories respectively.
The shape of M``jj distribution is affected by jet energy scale and Z + jets
pT correction uncertainties. The jet energy scale effect varies from 0% at low
masses up to 4% at 600 GeV. The pT reweighting uncertainty is evaluated
by comparing M``jj distribution with and without the correction. The effect
goes up to 3% at high masses.
Some residual differences in the 4-body invariant mass distribution be-
tween data and prediction in the sideband region are observed. The differ-
ence is taken as an additional mass-dependent systematic uncertainty.
10.6 Results and interpretation
Like in the analysis of the Chapter 9, the fully reconstructed Higgs boson
kinematics allows us to use the invariant mass distribution of the recon-
structed Higgs candidate in a binned likelihood fit. The signal distribution is
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Figure 10.6: Expected and observed limits for six individual channels: muons
on the right, electrons on the left. Each row corresponds to the 0, 1 and 2-btag
even categories.
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Figure 10.7: Expected and observed limits for integrated luminosities of
5.3 f b−1 (left) and 19.6 f b−1 (right) for
√
s = 8 TeV collisions.
expected to be peaked around the true mH, while the background has a much
broader distribution.
The calculation of the corresponding limits was performed independently
for six distinct classes of events: electrons and muons in 0, 1, and 2 b-tag cate-
gories. For each of the six classes, the expected upper limits on the SM Higgs
boson production cross section are calculated as a function of the mH hypoth-
esis. Details of the statistical procedure are described in the Chapter 8.6. It
is implemented as an official tool, provided by the CMS Higgs combination
group [17].
10.6.1 Interpolation and combination of the results
The observed limit on signal strength µ is determined for mH hypotheses
between 230 GeV and 650 GeV on a quite sparse grid, motivated by the low
resolution of the analysis.
Figure 10.7 shows the expected and observed limits, combining all six
channels for all the considered mass hypotheses for the 5.3 f b−1 ICHEP data
(left), and for the full dataset (right) recorded during 2012 at 8 TeV, corre-
sponding to a luminosity of 19.6 f b−1.
Other CMS searches have produced limits on a much finer grid of res-
onance mH hypotheses. Also the study of the H → ZZ → 2`2q channel
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Figure 10.8: Signal histograms, interpolated as a function of mH hypothesis
for the six categories: (ee + µµ)× (0-b-tag, 1-b-tag, 2-b-tag).
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Figure 10.9: Interpolated limit for full
√
s = 8 TeV data taking (left) and for√
s = 7, 8 TeV combination (right).
at
√
s = 7 TeV was performed with a different mH grid with many non-
overlapping points. In order to combine our results with these searches,
we interpolate the histograms used for the signal hypothesis to those points
where no simulation is available.
For the interpolation we’ve used the Radial Basis Function [18] spline.
The spline was used to fit the expected signal shapes on a mH ⊗m``qq plane
individually for each of the six categories. The interpolated splines are demon-
strated on Figure 10.6.1. The fitting was cross-checked by removing a his-
togram from the spline and looking on the way it is reproduced by the inter-
polation.
10.7 Conclusions
Figure 10.9 shows the combined and interpolated result of the search of a
SM-like Higgs boson, decaying into a pair of Z-bosons, which subsequently
decay into a pair of leptons and into a pair of quarks, H → ZZ → 2`2q.
Figure on the left shows the limit derived from 2012 data corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 19.6 f b−1 at proton-proton collisions at center-of-
mass energy of
√
s = 8 TeV. Figure on the right shows a combination of the
present and previous search in 2011 data that corresponds to 5.0 f b−1 of in-
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tegrated luminosity. The combination of the two results allows us to exclude
the existence of a SM-like Higgs resonance in the mass range between 275
and 600 GeV.
The preliminary results of the study (5.3 f b−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV) was pub-
lished in [19]. The combined paper documenting joined effort of all the H →
ZZ searches at high masses is in preparation. Some extra developments in
the H → ZZ → 2`2q analysis are planned to be finished. Due publication
the following items are planned to be completed:
• Two Higgs production channels significantly contribute to the signal
rate: the gluon fusion production and the Vector Boson Fusion (VBF).
The gluon fusion is dominates the production cross-section, but VBF
still has a visible contribution.
The Vector Boson Fusion production can and should be treated sepa-
rately, increasing the sensitivity by exploiting the information from the
associated jets.
• The main analysis is performed in the mH range from 220 GeV to 650 GeV
– the lower bound is determined by the two on-shell Z’s threshold,
while masses above 650 GeV jets get highly boosted and merge in a
single “fat jet”; dedicated studies of the merged jets are required in that
case.
• Reinterpretations of the search results in terms of some Beyond Stan-
dard Model extensions are possible without redoing the whole analysis
from scratch. Some developments in that direction are reported in the
next Chapter.
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Figure 10.10: Combination of the observed limits of the searches of heavy
SM-like Higgs boson decaying in a pair of Z bosons in 4-lepton (both 4` and
2`2τ), 2`2ν and 2`2q channels. Both
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV data taking periods
are combined.
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Chapter 11
BSM interpretations of the
H → ZZ → 2`2q searches
The search, discussed in the previous chapter, is much more sensitive to the
Higgs masses above ZZ threshold mH > 2mZ ∼ 200 GeV. The Higgs boson
candidate was, however, observed [1, 2] with a mass around 126 GeV. Still, it
would be unfair to say that analyses that weren’t very sensitive to lower mass
ranges didn’t play a role in the discovery. The discovery of the Higgs boson
at mH = 125 GeV was made in a wider context of the whole possible mass
ranges up to ∼ 1TeV. After all, the combination of the exclusion analyses,
showing that there are no extra resonances at other values of mH, was one
of the reasons that allowed us to affirm that this new boson is actually the
Higgs boson.
It is important to stress, however, that all these higher-mass searches in
every channel was targeting the Standard Model Higgs boson. After the dis-
covery, all that analyses can be considered as searches of a different “SM-
like scalar resonance” – boson that would have all the properties (like cross-
sections and branching ratios) of the Higgs boson in the Standard Model with
different values of mH. Bearing that in mind, it sounds useful to interpret the
already obtained results in terms of more theoretically justified BSM models.
In general, experimental studies of models that extend the Standard Model
require redoing of the whole analysis workflow – production of dedicated
Monte Carlo samples, optimization of the selection procedure, e.t.c. Some
credible way of using all the existing developments to reinterpret the data in
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Figure 11.1: |S|2LO,|S|2LO+|B|2, and |S+ B|2LO lineshapes obtained from gg2VV
package for mH = 300 GeV and mH = 800 GeV Higgs mass hypotheses.
a context of some BSM models could in principle provide exclusions for them
with much less effort. BSM models “eligible” for that kind of study should
provide a single scalar particle with the same (or quite similar) production
kinematics, same CP parity and spin.
In the following we will discuss the current developments on the reinter-
pretation of the heavy Higgs searches in the H → ZZ → 2`2q channel in
terms of two of the BSM models: the EWK singlet model and the Two Higgs
Doublet Model.
11.1 Electroweak singlet model
Electroweak (EWK) singlet model introduces an extra scalar field φH, which
mixes with the original Higgs scalar, connecting the Standard Model fields
to the so-called “hidden” sector. The more detailed description of this model
was done in Section 3.2.
For the current discussion the most important model’s feature is the re-
lations (3.11). These relations make the reinterpretation of the results of the
heavy Higgs searches very straightforward. In this model one just needs to
rescale cross-sections and couplings to get the exclusions on the model.
11.1.1 Signal+background interference effects.
Following the procedure in [3], we obtain signal shapes |SLO|2, background
shape |B|2, and combined shapes |S + B|2LO. The three kinds of distributions
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Figure 11.2: Fitted and interpo-
lated values of Γ as a function of
mH and C.
Figure 11.3: The spline function
G(mZZ) used in signal fitting func-
tion (11.5).
should be calculated for for various Higgs mass hypothesis mH and anoma-
lous BSM couplings C. The interference contribution ILO is then extracted
as:
ILO = |S + B|2LO − |S|2LO − |B|2. (11.1)
For the calculations we’ve used gg2VV [4, 5], which evaluate leading order
cross-sections and event generation for gg → H → ZZ and gg → H →
WW processes. The package allows the user to “switch off” contributions
from signal or background and to modify the Higgs mass, width and BSM
couplings. Figure 11.1 shows the effect of signal-background interference
by overlaying |S|2LO+|B|2 and |S + B|2LO lineshapes obtained from gg2VV for
mH = 300 GeV and mH = 800 GeV.
11.1.2 Lineshape interpolation for BSM searches
As one can see, the results of the interference calculation are available only
at the leading order (LO). The way to estimate the next-to-next-to-leading
order shape (NNLO) and cross-section was suggested in [3]. Following the
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Figure 11.4: The interpolated |S|2LO shapes for mH = 250, 500 and 1000 GeV
and varying values of BSM coupling modifier C ∈ [0.5, 1.0].
Figure 11.5: Comparison of predicted (black line) and gg2VV-simulated (red
dots) shapes for |S|2LO.
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procedure, one obtains three alternative estimates for signal + interference:(|S|2 + I)addNNLO = K · |S|2LO + ILO, (11.2a)(|S|2 + I)centralNNLO = K · |S|2LO +√Kgg · ILO, (11.2b)(|S|2 + I)multNNLO = K · |S|2LO + K · ILO. (11.2c)
The additive
(|S|2 + I)addNNLO and multiplicative (|S|2 + I)multNNLO estimates are
obtained using the so-called K-factor:
K =
|S|2NNLO
|S|2LO
. (11.3)
The two estimates, however, do not provide a cancellation between signal
and background, required by the unitarity in the mZZ → ∞ limit. The “cen-
tral” lineshape
(|S|2 + I)centralNNLO does not have this disadvantage. It is defined
by introducing another K-factor with only gluon-gluon initial state contribut-
ing to the NNLO processes:
Kgg =
|S|2NNLO(gg→ H(g)→ ZZ(g))
|S|2LO(gg→ H → ZZ)
. (11.4)
It is recommended in [3] to use the central shape (11.2b) as the pivotal line-
shape estimate. The additive (11.2a) and multiplicative (11.2c) shapes should
be used to set the uncertainty on the approximation.
In order to explore the parameter space of the EWK singlet model one
needs to obtain the NNLO signal+interference lineshape as a function of val-
ues of mH and C. Obtaining the distributions on a fine mH ⊗ C grid using
gg2VV is a very computationally demanding task, that also potentially suf-
fers from low statistics in phase space regions away from the resonance. Hav-
ing a way to parametrize and interpolate between the lineshapes can be ben-
eficial for the BSM heavy Higgs analyses.
The LO signal is modeled using a product of the relativistic Breit-Wigner
function and a common factor G(mZZ) that is independent on mH and C:
fs(mZZ|mH, C) = mZZ
(m2ZZ −m2H)2 + m2ZZ · Γ2
· G(mzz), (11.5)
where the width parameter of the Breit-Wigner function Γ is allowed to float
in the fit. The function (11.5) is fitted to different distributions, produced with
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gg2VV for a number of points in mH⊗C parameter space. The fitted values of
Γ(mH, C) are then interpolated using a RBF spline function, as demonstrated
on Figure 11.2. The common factor G(mZZ) in (11.5) is shown on Figure 11.3.
It is obtained by first fitting all the signal shapes with simple Breit-Wigner,
dividing the shape with the fit and averaging over all the obtained factors.
The resulting interpolated distribution fs(mZZ|mH, C) is demonstrated on
Figure 11.4. Comparison of the predicted lineshapes and gg2VV simulated
|S|2LO distributions for a number of mH ⊗ C points is shown on Figure 11.5.
Interference contribution ILO is modeled with the following function, mo-
tivated by the so-called “complex mass scheme” [5, 6]:
fi(mZZ|mH, C) = Re
(
e−αmZZ
m2ZZ −m2H + imHΓ
)
. (11.6)
The two parameters α and Γ are fitted and interpolated according to a proce-
dure, similar to the fitting procedure for the |S|2LO contribution. The compar-
isons of the fit and simulated ILO distributions are shown on Figure 11.1.2
Finally, the resulting interpolated (S+ I)centralNNLO lineshapes, obtained using
(11.2b) are demonstrated on the Figure 11.1.2 with thin lines demonstrating
smooth transition between the shapes as the Higgs mass mH changes. The
other two plots on Figure 11.7 show the obtained uncertainty bands for mH =
300 and mH = 600 GeV. The bands are bounded by (S + I)mulNNLO and (S +
I)addNNLO.
The python software package, that provides all the interpolated shapes
discussed above, can be downloaded from [7].
11.2 2HDM
Being one of the most favorable extensions of the simplest standard model
(see Section 3.3), the Two Higgs Doublet Model provides a candidate for a
heavy neutral scalar particle. So, in principle, it might be possible to constrain
the 2HDM parameters using the results of “SM-like scalar” searches.
The vast parameter space of the 2HDM requires some careful planning of
the exclusion strategy. As it was discussed in Section 3.3, the model has 14
real parameters in its most general formulation. We first reduce the param-
eter space by considering the softly Z2-symmetric 2HDM (λ6 = λ7 = 0 in
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Figure 11.6: ILO modeling/simulation comparison for mH = 400, 600 and
800 GeV and C = 0.6, 1.0.
(3.15)) without explicit or spontaneous CP-violation (all parameters are real
and ξ = 0 in (3.17)). Such a model has 8 free parameters.
By using the Higgs basis discussed in the Section 3.3.2 we can further con-
strain the paramteriztaion by setting a couple of already known physical ob-
servables: mh = 126 GeV and v2 = 2462 GeV2. We are, thus, left with six
parameters defining the benchmark model:
mH, mA, mH± , m12, tanβ, and sin(β− α),
with α being a mixing angle between the observed SM Higgs h and the heav-
ier scalar H. Further investigation of the six-dimensional parameter space is
done by performing a parameter scan.
11.2.1 2HDM parameter scans and results presentation
The 2HDM paramter scan was performed on the following regular grid in
the 6D parameter space:
• Yukawa Model I, Model II
• sin(β− α) 0.5 – 1.0, step 0.0125
• tanβ 0.1 – 3.0, step 0.2
• m12 0 GeV – 600 GeV , step 50 GeV
• mH± 300 GeV – 1000 GeV , step 100
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Figure 11.7: Interpolated central lineshapes for C = 0.5, 1.0 and running val-
ues of mH.
Figure 11.8: The lineshape uncertainty bands around the central shape for
mH = 300 GeV (left) and for mH = 600 GeV (right).
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• mA 30 GeV – 1000 GeV , step 100
• mH 200 GeV – 1000 GeV , step 50
Each point in the parameter space was tested if it satisfies the theoretical
constraints – unitarity, perturbativity and vacuum stability by means of the
2HDMC package [8]. Among the tested∼ 6000000 points only∼ 280000 passed
the theoretical constraints. 2HDMC also provided the h and H scalars branch-
ing ratios and widths for the theoretically sound parameter sets.
For calculation of the production cross-sections we’ve used SusHi soft-
ware [9], interfaced with the 2HDMC package. For all the points in theoreti-
cally acceptable parameter space, the gg→ h and gg→ H cross-sections was
calculated. This required several months of CPU time, so the computations
was performed by adapting SusHi to run on GRID [10].
The recorded values of the cross-sections and branchings ratios in the
scan can be obtained at [11] and browsed using a web interface at [12].
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Summary
This doctoral thesis describes the efforts to observe Beyond Standard Model
Higgs boson in high energy proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider
with the CMS detector.
The search of the MSSM Higgs boson in the pp → bbH → bbbb pro-
cesses in the semileptonic channel was performed with the data, collected
during 2011 at
√
s = 7 TeV proton collisions with total integrated luminosity
of 4.8 f b−1. No significant excess with respect to the expected SM multijet
QCD background was observed. The background was predicted by means
of two independent data driven methods – the b-tagging matrix method and
the “Hyperball” algorithm. The results, combined with full-hadronic channel
was interpreted as the exclusions on the mA ⊗ tan β parameter space, cover-
ing a large region of parameters that was not previously rejected by MSSM
searches.
The search of the SM-like Higgs boson, decaying into a pair of Z-bosons,
which subsequently decay into a pair of leptons and into a pair of quarks,
H → ZZ → 2`2q, was done using the 2012 data corresponding to an in-
tegrated luminosity of 19.6 f b−1 at proton-proton collisions at center-of-mass
energy of
√
s = 8 TeV. The studied Higgs mass hypothesis mH span the range
from 200 GeV to 650 GeV. The results are combined with the previous search
at
√
s = 7 TeV and with searches in other final states: 4`, 2`2`′, 2`2τ and
2`2ν. Combination of these results allow us to reject the SM-like Higgs with
masses up to ∼ 1 TeV.
The ongoing work on the reinterpretaions of these searches in a context
of two simple BSM extensions is also reported. For the electroweak singlet
model, the simple signal lineshape function was developed – it can be used to
reweight the signal Monte Carlos getting exclusions for this model parameter
space. For the 2HDM, the scan over the six-dimentional parameter space
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was performed – it could be used to select most relevant parameters and
representative benchmark points in the vast parameter space of the 2HDM.
